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Executive	  summary	  

The aim with this research has been to look at how consumers’ and other company-

stakeholders interactions to co-create and innovate within a firm-hosted online brand 

community affect the company’s brand value. Motivated by the intense passion 

people have in online brand communities that revolve around computer games, this 

research aims to study how Blizzard Entertainment is managing their firm-hosted 

online brand community in order to co-create brand value.  

An extensive literature on theoretical areas was made, leading to the construction of a 

theoretical framework. The theoretical framework has been used in order to analyze 

how all these theoretical concepts have an impact on the brand value on the case 

company Blizzard Entertainment. 

A netnographic research method (qualitative, interpretive research methodology 

where one study the online cultures and communities formed through computer-

mediated communication) has further been used when collecting empirical findings. 

The conceptual framework, with its relevant theoretical sections, has been used as a 

tool for interpreting and analyzing the findings from the netnographic research. 

The analysis shows that members firm-hosted online brand communities can form a 

strong community through active participation and a great passion for the product on 

which the community revolve around. The participation and passion gives the 

community a sense of we-ness, shared rituals and traditions as well as a sense of 

moral responsibility. Further, our research show that the structure of a firm-hosted 

online brand community does have an impact on how the community members are 

able to engage in social interactions, innovation and co-creation processes.  

Co-creation between community members has in the research shown to be common in 

the firm-hosted online brand community. However, our analysis and results have 

shown that the case company doesn’t engage in the co-creation processes by being 

transparent and having continuous dialogues with the community members. Hence, 

the co-creation processes by itself do not contribute to the brand value. However, co-

creation increases the strength of the community. And the strong online community 

that Blizzard has contributes positively to the brand value. 
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1.	  Introduction	  

Until the 1990s the focus area within branding was goods-dominant, meaning that 

firms were seen as value creators and customers were exogenous in the value process. 

In today’s modern society this have changed towards a more service-dominant logic 

were brands and brand value is co-created through a network of relationships and 

social interactions between firms, customers and all stakeholders of the firm (Hatch & 

Schultz, 2010; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). Brands essentially enable consumers to 

distinguish products and offerings in the market. Because of this, businesses have 

come to realize that one, if not the most, valuable asset a company have is the brand 

and the value that it brings, which have evolved and been shaped since the birth of the 

company (Keller, 2008: 5). 

Brand communities, and online brand communities in particular have been 

increasingly important tools for relationship creation and social interaction between 

customers, stakeholders and companies because of the smoothness of information 

exchange that the Internet have provided (Janzik & Raasch, 2011; Madupu & Cooley, 

2010), and also the members sense of “we-ness”, attachment and passion towards the 

specific brand as a brand value building component (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

Further, customers that engage and are members of online brand communities is a 

group of people who have a “… shared enthusiasm for, and knowledge of, a specific 

consumption activity or related group of activities” (Kozinets, 2006:280), which 

means that individuals in the community most likely possess and share valuable 

knowledge within the online brand community, which should make the community a 

valuable resource and brand value enhancer for the company.  

Lately researcher have focused their attention towards building brand value by 

opening up to co-creation of brand value with stakeholders of the company 

(Ramaswamy, 2009), which is closely linked to the phenomenon of open innovation 

(Chesbrough, 2012). Chesbrough (2012) argues that open innovation should be a part 

of the company’s business model in order for the company to advance within 

innovation. Open innovation is highly connected to the above since it requires 

transparency from the company and active participation from customers and 

stakeholders, where a brand- and online brand community can function as the tool for 

a company to open up and start a transparent dialogue with all stakeholders (Hatch & 
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Schultz, 2010; Mertz & Vargo, 2009; Chesbrough, 2012; von Hippel & Baldwin, 

2009). 

In 2012 the total consumer spend on the game industry was $20.77 billion solely in 

the United States. Of those $20.77 billion, $1.93 billion came from accessories, $4.04 

billion came from hardware and $14.8 billion came from content (games). The 

gaming industry is massive and has grown rapidly since the early 2000’s, much due to 

the rise of the Internet, which enables online gaming and the possibility for players to 

meet new friends and create a social life in online communities (ESA, 2013). Michael 

D. Gallagher, president and CEO at the Entertainment Software Association tells us; 

“No other sector has experienced the same explosive growth as the computer and 

video game industry. Our creative publishers and talented workforce continue to 

accelerate advancements and pioneer new products that push boundaries and unlock 

entertainment experiences. These innovations in turn drive enhanced player 

connectivity, fuel demand for products, and encourage the progression of an 

expanding and diversified consumer base” (ESA, 2013:2). For this thesis we have 

chosen to look closer at a case company that reside in the gaming industry, namely 

Blizzard Entertainment. Blizzard Entertainment is an American developer and 

publisher of entertainment software, more generally recognized as computer games. 

Blizzard Entertainment has three product lines, The Warcraft Universe, The Diablo 

Universe and The Starcraft Universe. The rapid growth and online connectivity in the 

gaming industry and in particular The Starcraft Universe makes it an interesting field 

of research when looking at the impact on brand value that co-creation in online brand 

communities have. 

 

1.1 Problem	  identification	  

 

Previous research has dealt with brand value creation within brand- and online brand 

communities, through co-creation and innovation, but the areas have been researched 

separately. We believe that there is a gap in the existing literature in seeing these three 

areas as connected in the brand value creation. This gap is something that we aim to 

fill and shed more light upon with this thesis, by looking into the effect on brand 
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value that co-creation and innovation have within online brand communities in the 

gaming industry. Further we have failed to find any research on these particular areas 

regarding the gaming industry, which makes it an interesting field of research since 

the products of the gaming industry are used by the consumers in an online setting. 

 

1.1.1	  Research	  question	   	  

 

This thesis aims to study the correlation, if any, between the relationship development 

between a company, customers and stakeholders that occur in a firm-hosted online 

brand community and co-creation of product innovation and product enhancement, 

and how this affect the company’s brand value. We find this highly relevant because 

of the increasing number of offerings in the marketplace, the consumer demand to 

participate and gain insight in the companies’ actions, consumer demands of 

transparency and dialogue of firms and the extreme growth of the Internet that 

facilitate smoother communication. The outcome of the above is our primary research 

question, followed by a sequence of sub-questions to break down and to get a deeper 

and more comprehensive understanding of the primary research question: 

Primary research question:  

• How do consumers’ interactions to co-create and innovate within a firm-

hosted online brand community affect the company’s brand value?  

To answer our primary research question we believe that we need to break it down to 

sub-questions, which are presented below: 

Sub-questions: 

• Why do consumers engage in online brand communities? 

• How do consumers engage in co-creation within online brand communities? 

• What is the process of product innovation and co-creation within firm-hosted 

OBC from an observing perspective using the method netnography, developed 

by Robert Kozinets? 
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• Do the structure of firm-hosted online brand communities affect the 

customer’s willingness to engage in co-creation? In what way? 

• How can knowledge sharing within an online brand community lead to 

product enhancement and new product development?  

• How important is it that the company that provides the community engages 

and replies to discussions with community members? 

	  

1.2	  Delimitations	  

 

In order to keep a theoretical focus relevant to the problem statement and research 

question, some aspects within the chosen theories have been excluded. We have 

decided to only look at online brand communities that are initiated by a company. In 

other words, an online brand community that is created, monitored and made 

available by a firm, which is called a firm-hosted online brand community (Gruner et 

al., 2014). In this thesis we will only research and extract information from the firm-

hosted online Starcraft II community. This means that we will not gather any 

information or data from external online brand communities regarding the case 

company. We believe this should be regarded as a limitation for this thesis.   

Information concerning social interactions and personal bonds might be different 

from those in form-hosted online communities and bonds between community 

members in external online communities. At the same time, we believe that focusing 

only on firm-hosted online brand communities will give us a more narrow focus and 

give us the ability to dig deeper and develop more comprehensive discussions and 

conclusions.  

As our method of research we will use netnography (Kozinets, 2006). Netnography is 

an extensive research method for looking into people’s behavior by studying their 

actions in an online environment. A component of the netnographic research is 

participation by the researcher, but since we want the research to be unobtrusive and 

the members to be researched in their naturalistic behavior we have chosen to only 

observe the behaviors and actions of the members in the firm-hosted online brand 

community. 
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1.3	  Structure	  of	  the	  thesis	  

 

Following chapter 1, which contain an introduction to the topic, problem 

identification, research question and delimitations this thesis is structured in the 

following way: 

Chapter 2: Literature review and theoretical framework 

Chapter 2 begins with an explanation and overview of this thesis theoretical 

framework and how it’s intended to be used during the research. Further the chapter 

covers a literature review of the main theoretical areas of this thesis, namely: brand 

communities, innovation, co-creation, WOM and brand value. The literature review 

further includes up to date literature to describe how researches look at these topics 

today. Each of the main theoretical areas has a separate section that links them to each 

other, criticizes and also argues for the relevance to our case. The theoretical 

framework is based on the connection between the different theories.  

Chapter 3: Methodology 

Chapter 3 presents the research approach chosen for this thesis. Further, the chapter 

presents the methodology of choice, netnography, and gives the reader a literature 

review regarding the method and how it have been used by other researchers. An 

explanation of why we chose to use this particular method for our research is given, 

how we intended to use it and limitations of the methodology for our particular 

research.  

Chapter 4: Case description 

Chapter 4 gives the reader a description of the case we have chosen for this thesis. 

The case description gives formal information regarding the case company Blizzard 

Entertainment, the products that they offer in the marketplace and the specific product 

that we have chosen to focus on for this thesis. A presentation and explanation of 

Blizzards firm-hosted online brand community, Battle.net, and a glossary, describing 
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specific terms and abbreviations that are frequently used in the community forums, is 

provided. 

Chapter 5: Analysis 

In chapter 5 we present our finding from the Starcraft II firm-hosted online brand 

community. The findings are then linked back to the theoretical framework in chapter 

2 and analyzed using our theoretical framework. The data that is elicited from the 

Starcraft II community is posts from community members and is analyzed using three 

parameters in order to make it as comprehensive and logical as possible. The analysis 

is divided into sections that cover the different areas in our conceptual framework. 

Chapter 6: Results 

In chapter 6 we show the results of our research and how they are relevant to our 

theoretical framework developed in chapter 2.  

Chapter 7: Discussion 

In chapter 7 we discuss the results that we found from our analysis. We discuss the 

results in regards to the problem statement of the thesis and the sub-questions. This 

chapter includes reasoning around possible answers to our problem statement, as well 

as limitations of this thesis, further research and criticism of our thesis process. 

Chapter 8: Conclusion 

In chapter 8 we summarize our thesis by giving conclusions on our research. The 

conclusion incorporates the whole process of our thesis, from literature review to 

discussion.  

Chapter 9: Managerial implications 

In chapter 9 we present what managerial implications that our research brings.  
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2.	  Literature	  review	  and	  theoretical	  framework	  

 

In this chapter we present a literature review on subjects that we feel are valuable and 

important when answering our research question. Each of these subjects is presented 

and outlined separately, with a last section that summarize, criticize and link the 

outlined theory to the other theory sections. Theories regarding the following areas 

have been reviewed: brand communities, innovation, co-creation, word-of-mouth and 

brand value. 

The entire chapter starts with a figure of our theoretical framework, which is based on 

the last section of each theoretical subject. The theoretical framework is built upon 

four main pillars, namely Strength of firm-hosted online brand community, Co-

creation, Innovation and Brand value, which are considered direct consequences of 

each other. The framework shows that there are six components that affect the 

strength of the firm-hosted online brand community; eWOM, community 

identification, trust, community commitment, community structure and participation. 

Participation acts as a moderator and influence how much these components affect the 

strength of the firm-hosted online brand community, but also motivational factors to 

co-create and open innovation. The theoretical framework further illustrates that the 

strength of a firm-hosted online brand community, together with motivational factors 

to co-create, affect the will to co-create and the degree of co-creation occurring. 

Likewise, the strength of a firm-hosted online brand community, together with a 

company’s level of openness to open innovation, affect the company’s ability to 

innovate based on stakeholder insight and suggestions. Finally it hypothesizes that a 

strong firm-hosted online brand community, combined with high levels of co-creation 

and innovation based on stakeholder relationships, lead to an increase of brand value.  
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Figure	  1:	  Theoretical	  framework	  

 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1	  Brand	  communities	  

 

Muniz & O’Guinn (2001: 412) defines a brand community as a “…specialized, non-

geographically bound community, and based on a structure set of social relations 

among admirers of a brand.” The reason why it is specialized is because at the center 

of the community is a good or service that is branded by a company or organization. 

Communities don’t have to be geographically bound, meaning that they can exist on 

the Internet as well – with no physical contact (McAlexander et al., 2002). Muniz & 

O’Guinn (2001) found that there are three components to a brand community, namely 

(1) consciousness of kind, which refers to the connection that members of the brand 

community feel towards one another, and also a collective sense of difference towards 

people that are not in the community. It is a shared knowledge of belonging to the 
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community. (2) Shared rituals and traditions, which concerns the community’s shared 

culture, history and consciousness. (3) Sense of moral responsibility, which is 

described as members having a duty or obligation towards the community, and to the 

individual members, of some sort. The sense of moral responsibility is what 

encourages, in times of threat to the community, collective action. In their study, 

Muniz & O’Guinn found that the element consciousness of kind is most important for 

a brand community. Members should feel a “we-ness” and important connection to 

the specific brand, but also a strong connection to other individual members of the 

community. Shared rituals and traditions also function as an enhancer and perpetuate 

the consciousness of kind in the brand community (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001).   

Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) introduced two models for brand communities: The brand 

dyad relationship model and the brand triad relationship model. The first is built 

upon a relation between the customer and the brand and the later refers to a triangle 

relationship including interaction between the brand and customers, customers also 

interact with other customers and there is a relationship between the customers and 

the product (McAlexander et al., 2002).  

 

 

Figure 2: The brand dyad relationship model. Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) 

 

In the brand triad relationship model, brand communities are referred to as “social 

entities that reflect the situated embeddedness of brand in the day-to-day lives of 

consumers and the way in which brands connect the consumer to the brand, and 

consumer to consumer” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001: 418), which means that people are 

more interested in social links that come from brand affiliations than in the brands 

themselves (Fournier & Lee, 2009). The model highlights consumer-interaction in 

brand communities and it suggests that community members and consumers take a 

lively role in the brand creation through social interaction with others, the community 
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and the brand. The brand dyad and the brand triad relationship model were used by 

Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) when studying communities that met on-site, face-to-face, 

and online. The authors concluded that there is a clear shift from the dyadic view to a 

triadic view where there is information exchange between the customers as well. 

 

Figure 3: The brand triad relationship model. Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) 

 

McAlexander et al. (2002) builds further on the brand triad relationship model created 

by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) with an extension of the model, as well as a shift of 

perspective. The shift turns towards the perspective that brand communities are 

customer-centric, that the existence of, and meaningfulness of the community comes 

from customer experiences rather than the brand, around which the experiences 

revolve.  The brand community strength is based on consumer-interaction with the 

brand, the product, other customers and marketers (McAlexander et al., 2002). 
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Figure 4: The customer-centric model of brand community. Mc Alexander et al. (2002) 

 

Further, Fournier & Lee (2009) found that there are three forms of community 

affiliations or, in other words, compositions, which are (1) pools, (2) webs and (3) 

hubs.  

 

 

Figure 5: Three Forms of Community Affiliation. Fournier & Lee (2009) 

 

In a brand community that falls in the pools category, members have strong 

associations with a shared activity or goal, or shared value, and loose associations 

with one another (ibid; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001), f x Apple enthusiasts. In brand 

communities that fall into the category of webs, people have strong one-to-one 

relationships with others who have similar or complementary needs, f x people on 

Facebook. The last form of community described by Fournier & Lee is hubs, where 

people have strong connections to a central figure and weaker associations with each 

other, f x a celebrity or a leader of a democratic party. According to Fournier & Lee 

(2009) all three components and forms must be combined in a mutually reinforcing 

system in order for a brand community strategy to be effective. Further, brand 

communities may evolve for every brand but brands with a strong image; distinct 

history etc. would be more likely to have a strong brand community (Muniz & 

O’Guinn, 2001) 
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2.1.1	  Online	  Brand	  Communities	  	  

 

The Internet has enhanced the capability for many-to-many communications. But the 

virtual world has not only increased the connectivity between companies, but also 

consumers, and thus provided access to online content, and communication (de Valck 

et al., 2009; Madupu & Cooley, 2010; Brodie et al., 2013). Developed information 

and communication technologies, which have been on the rise parallel with the 

Internet, have and are serving as platforms that facilitate interaction with and among 

consumers and the formation of brand communities (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; Brodie 

et al., 2013; Kozinets, 2006). The interactive online communication via web-based 

forums to share experiences and foster a sense of community, without any physical 

contact, has been of great importance for brand community development (Muniz & 

O’Guinn, 2001; Oakes et al., 2013).  

For users, online brand communities have been established as social networks and 

knowledge platforms and thus have become an important source for information and 

experience sharing (Janzik & Raasch, 2011; Madupu & Cooley, 2010). This has led 

marketer’s attention and interest to look closer to the two-way communication, that 

the rapid growth of the Internet have enabled, and is made possible in online brand 

communities (Wang et al., 2012).  De Valck et al. (2009: 185) and Kozinets 

(2006:280) further define an online (virtual) community as “affiliative groups whose 

online interactions are based upon a shared enthusiasm for, and knowledge of, a 

specific consumption activity or related group of activities”. In these communities, 

members (or participants) develop friendships on the basis of their common interest 

or passion, which means that they get a stronger connection than only information 

exchange would give. Further, online communities represent substantial social 

networks of consumer knowledge and companionship that affect consumer behavior 

(ibid), and therefore the most important aspect of any online brand community is the 

active participation of its members (Madupu & Cooley, 2010). Relationships between 

members are one of the primary reasons for members to stay in the community (ibid).  

In their literature review, de Valck et al. (2009: 187) found that online community 

members share an interest, which produces affinity and creates a bond, much like one 
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of the important components (shared rituals and traditions) for a brand community 

presented by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001).  

According to Janzik & Raasch’s (2011) research, the majority of online brand 

communities are privately held and operated by brand enthusiasts, fans or extreme 

users of the specific brand or product. But there are communities that are operated and 

provided by the company behind the brand as well (Janzik & Raasch, 2011).  

 

2.1.2 Firm-Hosted Online Brand Communities 

 

Gruner et al. (2014: 32) defines a firm-hosted online brand community as “…an 

Internet forum that is (1) concerned with the products of a particular firm’s brand(s) 

and (2) initiated and subsequently maintained by the firm.” Today there is a growing 

number of firms that engage in developing and hosting online brand communities 

(Fournier & Lee, 2009), which often link to online forums on their website (Gruner et 

al., 2014; Madupu & Cooley, 2010). Examples of these firm-hosted online brand 

community forums are forum.ebay.com, developed by eBay and 

eu.battle.net/sc2/en/forum/, which is the forum for the game/product Starcraft II 

developed by the American game company Blizzard Entertainment and 

discussions.apple.com made available by Apple. Firm-hosted online brand 

communities does not only consist of forums, but can in many cases include for 

example blogs, guides, media content and contests in order to engage the community 

members. One on the most essential motivation for companies to invest and engage in 

firm-hosted online brand communities is to increase the success rate of their new 

products in the market (Gruner et al., 2014; Füller et al., 2008).  

 

Gruner et al. (2014) found, in their research on firm-hosted online brand communities, 

two administrative dimensions and two social community dimensions. The first 

administrative dimension is community access, which refers to the extent to which the 

host firm regulates, in terms of membership and numbers of participants in a 

community. The second is activity control, which refers to the extent to which host 
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firms monitor, delay or constrain member communication or restrict community 

content (ibid).  

The first social community dimension is host integration, which refers to the extent to 

which host firms respond to member communications and take an active role in the 

community activities. The second is member engagement, which captures the 

frequency with which community members participate in community activities and to 

what extent the members form bonds with each other (for example friendship) and the 

level of involvement in community interaction (ibid).  

Based on the above, firm-hosted online brand communities can be classified as 

belonging to one of three categories: (1) Open OBC (online brand community), (2) 

Discerning OBC, and (3) Restricted OBC (ibid). In (1) Open OBCs the consumers 

can easily join and also leave the community without having to meet any membership 

requirements (high community access), and the host firm does not restrict 

communication and leave members free to say what they feel like (low activity 

control). The host firm is also not so integrated in the community (moderate host 

integration) and members tend not to bond and rarely participate in other community 

activities (low member engagement). An example of an Open OBC is Apple’s 

discussion forum (https://discussions.apple.com/), where anyone can join and leave. 

In (2) Discerning OBCs members usually have to sign in (log in, using username and 

password) before they can participate, and acceptance to the community is not 

guaranteed (moderate community access). The host firm monitors the community 

fairly regularly, and communication doesn’t always happen in real time (moderate 

activity control). Further, the host firm is very integrated in the brand community with 

responses to member questions as well as participation in member conversations (high 

host integration). Lastly, members form strong bonds and engage in interactions (high 

member engagement). Examples of Discerning OBCs are Ford Motor Company’s 

community site for its Sync products (http://boards.synccommunity.com), where only 

registered product owners can participate. In (3) Restricted OBCs the membership 

must be earned, by for example buying a product (low community access) and 

communication is often restricted by typing space or selection of particular words that 

can be used (high activity control). Also, host firms usually not respond to member 

conversations (low host integration), and members form only loose bonds and the 

interactions are typically casual (moderate consumer engagement). An example of a 
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Restricted OBC is according to Gruner et al. (2014) Nintendo Europe’s Club 

Nintendo (http://nintendo.it). Nintendo customers can only obtain access to Club 

Nintendo through a purchased product code and are required to complete a customer 

survey consisting of multiple pages. (ibid) 

 

Community dimension  Open OBC Discerning OBC      Restricted OBC 

Community access  High  Moderate  Low 

Activity control   Low  Moderate  High 

Host integration               Moderate High   Low 

Member engagement  Low  High   Moderate 

 

Table 1: Dimensions and types of firm-hosted OBCs. Gruner et al. (2014: 33) 

 

2.1.3	  Relevance	  to	  case,	  criticism	  and	  linking	  theories	  

 

At this point in our literature review we have learned that there are three components 

to a brand community that can be of interest for us to look at, namely; consciousness 

of kind, shared rituals and traditions, and sense of moral responsibility (Muniz & 

O’Guinn 2001). We have also found an apparent definition of what constitutes a 

brand community. In relation to our case and for our research question, this is 

something we find important to have knowledge about. Understanding these essential 

components in a brand community will help us when looking at Blizzard 

Entertainments online Starcraft II community. Do the members actually feel attached 

to the community and how strong is this attachment? Our intention is that of using the 

netnographic research method to be able to answer that question.  We are aware of the 

potential difficulty in using netnographic research method when answering this 

question, since it could be hard for us to discover attachments and bonds between 

members in the community without directly asking them. Further it can be speculated 
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that the three components by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) can be used to measure the 

strength of the Starcraft II community.   

Further in our theory-section concerning brand communities, we have included Muniz 

& O’Guinn’s (2001) two models for brand communities: The brand dyad relationship 

model and the brand triad relationship model. The authors used these two models 

when studying communities where consumers met on-site, face-to-face, and online. 

For this thesis, it’s of particular interest that the authors have used the theory in an 

online setting, indicating its relevance for this thesis. The third model we included is 

the customer centric model, which is an extension of the earlier two (McAlexander et 

al. 2002). These three models give the reader a good history overlook in how we 

today see the customer-brand relationship. What is important to notice here is the fact 

that brand communities today are much more customer-centric. The customer have 

today a much more important role in the brand community and can be considered to 

take a contributing or supporting role in brand value creation. Our aim with this thesis 

is to look at with what and how customers in a particular online brand community 

contribute with innovations and co-creations. This theory gives a clear indication that 

customers today are treated as important contributors. What one needs to be aware of 

at this point is that what is true about a brand community might not be true for an 

online brand community.     

Also relevant for this thesis is to acknowledge what kind of community affiliation 

Blizzards Starcraft II-community is. For this we have used Fournier & Lee’s (2009) 

three forms of community affiliations namely: pools, webs or hubs. The 

characteristics of these three are quite different and classifying the Starcraft II 

community with these will help us to determine how strong the Starcraft II 

community is. One can argue that these community affiliations are rather 

straightforward in their approach and will aid us in our research, since we believe that 

a strong community is a result of high participation (Madupu & Cooley, 2010). 

Online brand communities are somewhat similar in characteristics with regular brand 

communities, but they require more active participation since members doesn’t meet 

face-to-face. Madupu & Cooley (2010) explains: “the active participation is the most 

important aspect in any online community” (Madupu & Cooley, 2010: 128-134). For 

the community to be strong, there need to be a high level of participation. In our 
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particular case, we need to find out if the Starcraft II community has high 

participation and can be classified as a strong community or not. The reason why we 

want to look closer into this matter is because it may be concluded that, based on our 

literature review, high participation in the community could increase the strength of 

the Starcraft II community, positive co-creation and innovation and later increase 

brand value. Levels of participation can further be linked back to motivational factors 

for consumers to engage in community activity. Learning about these motivational 

factors can therefore get us closer in understanding what levels of participation the 

Starcraft II community possess, and why people participate. Is it to get tips and tricks 

from other players? Is it to socialize with people that are considered to be likeminded? 

Is it to share ideas and suggestions on how to make the game better? Is it to give 

constructive feedback on specific details? Getting answers to these questions will help 

us determine the social dimensions and strength of the Starcraft II community. 

Further in this literature chapter we have chosen to include theory about so called 

firm-hosted online brand communities. It is clear that the Starcraft II community is 

initiated by the company, in this case Blizzards entertainment since it is hosted on the 

Blizzard website and Battle.net is a service provided by Blizzard. This theoretical part 

is therefore essential for this thesis. We need to look at what characterize a firm-

hosted OBC and what kind of dimensions it can be classified in. For this, we have 

used Gruner et al. (2014) dimensions and types of firm-hosted OBC’s. These 

dimensions are important since Gruner et al. (2014) found that they stimulate different 

levels of member’s engagement and access. We believe that a Discerning OBC is the 

most favorable for a firm that wants a high degree of co-creation, since it is 

characterized by high member engagement, high host integration, moderate activity 

control and moderate community access (Gruner et al., 2014: 33). When we have 

classified the Starcraft II community in terms of the different dimensions, we believe 

that we will be able to see if there are any restrictions in the community and how this 

affects member interactions and bonds, trust between members, the possibility and 

will to co-create, and how this ultimately affect the brand value.  
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2.2	  Innovation	  

 

Members of brand communities are, due to several authors, considered to be 

important and valuable sources of innovation, since they tend to be passionate about 

the brand and have extensive experience with their products or services, and they also 

support each other in solving issues and to develop new product ideas (McAlexander 

et al., 2002; Sawhney et al., 2005; McWilliam, 2000; Füller et al., 2008). But before 

going deeper into the subject of brand communities as a source of innovation we 

present a literature review about what innovation is, different types of innovation and 

what impact it has on businesses.  

Consumers are constantly being addressed by marketers, who want to convince them 

with their message. One marketer is asking the consumer to believe or do something 

innovative, and the other is asking the same consumer to resist change and be loyal to 

the already existing solution or product. Hence, it is important to look at both sides of 

this coin to fully understand consumer tensions and to find ways to help the 

consumers to solve their problems. Understanding innovation and change, and at the 

same time understanding the opposite forces: conservatism and resistance to change 

(Arnould et al. 2005: 711).  Marketers need to realize that “the individual and social 

dynamics associated with change and resistance to change act together” (ibid: 711). 

With consumer conservatism or resistance to change, Arnould et al. (2005: 722) 

means “a preference for existing, familiar products or behaviors over novel ones”. 

Arnould et al. (2005: 712) states that innovation refers to “new things and ideas and 

new ways of behaving and interacting with things”. It can both be defined by 

individuals and social groups; “what one individual or social group perceives as novel 

might be old-fashioned for other individuals or groups” (ibid: 712). Plastic buckets in 

rural Ethiopia and personal digital assistants in developed countries are both examples 

of how innovation can be perceived differently. Further, the authors explain that an 

innovation involves new means of thinking about our world and new behaviors (ibid: 

712). The predominant assumption in the past was that innovations where conducted 

by firms, not by consumers. This way of thinking about the innovation process 
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changed with von Hippel (1988) and other authors who empirically showed that users 

often could create innovations. We can today see a shift from a classic, passive 

customer role to a new more active and creative innovation-role (Wiegandt 2009: 42). 

Wiegandt 2009 shows in his work Value Creation of Firm-Established Brand 

Communities that innovative users can be found in vast variety of product and service 

areas. Stretching from computer software products to medical surgery equipment  

(ibid: 42-43).  

 

2.2.1	  Types	  Of	  Innovation	  	  

 

Three different types of innovation are discussed in the book “Consumers”, by 

Arnould et al. (2005).  These are: Continuous, Dynamically Continuous and 

Discontinuous.  These three represent a continuum, with the first being relatively 

minor innovations and the very last being radically new innovations (Arnould et al. 

2005: 712).   

When Arnould et al. (2005: 712-713) speaks about Continuous innovations they refer 

to those innovations that require minor changes in user behaviors. These innovations 

have relatively small disruptive effect, but still represent a change in past behavior.  

Fads, fashions and trends are all common examples of continuous innovations. 

Fashion refers to “particular combinations of desirable attributes” and fads being 

“short-lived fashions, often adopted by relatively few people, often members of a 

common subculture”(ibid: 712-713). Trends, or styles lasts longer then fashions and 

fads and may define an era. Distinguishing between trends and fads at an early stage 

can make a business success. The first company that identifies and act on a trend, may 

gain a powerful competitive advantage. Starbucks Coffee for example capitalized on a 

trend in consumer desire for higher quality coffee, by franchising a standardized 

service idea (Arnould et al. 2005: 713).  

A major challenge for managers, when considering the introduction of continuous 

innovations, is to demonstrate to the end user that the innovation provides a 

differential advantage over already existing solutions or products. Many new products 
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or solutions fail because they don’t offer a differential advantage. Arnould et al. 

(2005: 713) states that the most important factor needed to succeed with an innovation 

is its perceived relative advantage. That is, “providing clear benefits for the target 

market that are superior to those offered by competitive market offerings” (ibid: 713-

714).   

Two other important factors stated by Arnould et al. (2005: 718) is the compatibility 

of an innovation and the trialability. The former refers to if the innovation is 

“consistent with present needs, motives, values, beliefs, and behavior” and the later to 

the consumers ability to “try out an innovation without incurring risk to valued 

resources (financial, esteem, status, time)” (ibid: 718).        

The second type of innovation stated by Arnould et al (2005: 714-715) is Dynamically 

continuous innovations.  This type of innovation requires either “major change in an 

area of behavior that is relatively unimportant to the individual or a minor change in 

an area of behavior that is very important to the user”. Consumer examples include 

internet-ready cell phones and arthroscopic laser surgery. 

The third type of the innovation continuum is Discontinuous innovation. This type of 

innovation entails “major changes in behavior in an area of importance to the 

individual or group”. Green revolution rice in developing countries in Asia, with 

complementing of new fertilizers, insecticides and farming techniques is one example 

of discontinuous innovation. Another example is the free market capitalism in 

transitional economies (Arnould et al., 2005: 715).      

 

2.2.2	  Open	  Innovation	  	  

 

Another well-established concept regarding innovation has been founded and further 

elaborated by the two authors Henry Chesbrough and Eric von Hippel. They are both 

dominant forces in the area of open innovation. Chesbrough 2012 defines open 

innovation as “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate 

internal innovation and expand the markets for external use of innovation” 

(Chesbrough 2012: 1). Chesbrough further make the distinction between two different 
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types of open innovation namely: inside-out and outside-in innovation. Inside-out 

innovation is characterized by company requirements such as allowing unused ideas 

to travel outside the company so that other companies can use the same idea. Outside-

in innovation is, on the other hand characterized by the company opening up its 

innovation process to external contributions and influences. Outside-in innovation is 

the most preferable one in the literature, since it is based on contributions from 

stakeholders outside of the company that can bring additional insight instead of just 

looking for knowledge inside the company, which can turn out to be too narrow-

minded (Chesbrough, 2012). 

Chesbrough (2012) further describes open innovation as a new paradigm for 

businesses, where it should be included in the company business model. He 

emphasize that in order for companies to advance with its innovation, they should use 

both external as well as internal ideas. The concept of open innovation is something 

that combines this, through its architectures and platforms. According to Chesbrough 

(2012), a successful platform can be created if the business model can motivate and 

inspire both developers and customers to take part in the platform. Open innovation 

reaches its full potential when people are working together, side by side. When human 

resources with different roles can combine their knowledge and work together (ibid). 

The other dominant author in this area of research is, as named above, Eric von 

Hippel. Von Hippel puts effort in his argumentation towards a paradigm shift, from 

where the producer is seen as the innovator, to open-user innovation and collaborative 

innovation (von Hippel & Baldwin 2009). Argumentation for this particular view can 

also be found in another article by von Hippel (2005), where he states “users will be 

an increasingly important source of innovation and will increasingly substitute for or 

complement manufacturers’ innovation-related activities” (von Hippel 2005: 30). Von 

Hippel & Baldwin (2009) defines users as: individuals or companies that expect a 

certain benefit from using a product, service or design. Producers on the other hand 

are defined as: the ones expecting to make benefit from selling the same product, 

service or design. Hence, the users are unique in the way that they benefit/make profit 

directly from innovations. Producers, in order to make a profit, need to sell products 

that contain the innovation, license knowledge concerning design or provide services 

that contain the specific innovation (von Hippel & Baldwin 2009).  
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Although the two dominant authors of open innovation don’t agree on every aspect 

regarding open innovation, they are agreeing on that openness can be a powerful tool 

for companies dealing with innovation. Both scholars also come to the conclusion that 

users are becoming more and more important as sources in the innovation process and 

that openly share the work of a design, and reveal the outputs to everyone, can be a 

powerful tool in product development processes (Chesbrough 2012; von Hippel & 

Baldwin, 2009).    

 

2.2.3	  Relevance	  to	  case,	  criticism	  and	  linking	  theories	  

 

Our section concerning innovation starts with providing theoretical definitions of 

what innovation actually means and how the way of thinking about the innovation 

process has changed over time. Authors like Von Hippel (1988), Wiegandt (2009) and 

Chesbrough (2012) have all argued for that users today have a much more important 

role in the process of innovation. We can see a shift from a classic, passive customer 

role to a new more active and creative innovation role (Wiegandt 2009: 42). This 

particular change in the innovation process will be most crucial for our work, since it 

implies that for customers to engage in innovation there has to be high participation 

(Madupu & Cooley, 2010), which also requires a strong sense of attachment to the 

community and the brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001).  

To give a more nuanced answer to our research question, one can argue that it is 

important to differentiate between different kinds of innovations. Arnould et al. 

(2005) describes three different types of innovations in his book Consumers (Arnould 

et al. 2005). It can be speculated that these three definitions will help us in 

understanding how radical, or not, the innovations actually are in the Starcraft II 

community. The reason why one can argue that this will be of importance is because 

our literature review tells us that different types of innovations leads to different 

levels of change in behavior. And change in behavior might affect brand value 

positively or negatively.  For example, radical innovations entails “major changes in 

behavior in an area of importance to the individual or group” (Arnould et al., 2005: 

715), which implies that these innovations may have higher impact on the brand 
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value, both positively and negatively, and other types of innovation have lower 

impact in the brand value and the community and its members. Defining what type of 

innovation that may or may not occur in the Starcraft II community will give us an 

indication of how much the community as a source of innovation is affecting 

Blizzards brand value. 

To broaden our definition of what innovation stands for and how one should see the 

innovation process we have included another well-established concept from the 

authors Henry Chesbrough and Eric von Hippel, open innovation (Chesbrough, 2012; 

Von Hippel & Baldwin, 2009; Von Hippel, 2005). One thing we have come to realize 

when conducting this literature review is that the customer’s increased power and 

influence is a recurring theme for this literature review. It may be concluded that the 

concept of open innovation is of no exception here. Open innovation clearly identifies 

and incorporates this importance and can further help us when we characterize 

innovations in the Starcraft II community. The concept of open innovation suggests 

that firms should open up to external parties and be transparent in order to gain new 

insight (Chesbrough, 2012). The concept of outside-in open innovation is also closely 

linked to the customer-centric model (McAlexander, 2002) since it is dependent on 

stakeholders to interact with each other and also the company to gain the highest 

possible value. Based on our literature and the above, if Blizzard uses open innovation 

within its Starcraft II community it would increase the brand value, since it would be 

co-created through a transparent relationship dialogue.  

 

2.3	  Co-‐creation	  

 

Over the past several decades, the meaning of brand and branding have been 

evolving. Mertz & Vargo (2009) argues that this evolution is converging on a new 

conceptual logic that sees brands as collaborative in nature. This modern view 

recognizes firms and all their stakeholders as collaborative co-creators of brand value 

through continual interaction (Ramaswamy, 2009). Co-creators (customers that 

engage in co-creation) are defined as “active, engaged seekers of new 

products/updates of existing products, not passive recipients” and co-creation is 
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important for the firm in order to generate the experiences the customers will value 

and reward (Chesbrough, 2011: 17,64). Ramaswamy (2009: 14) defines the process of 

co-creation; “co-creation is, by its very nature, not about ‘build it and they will come’, 

but ‘build it with them, and they are already there’”, and “co-creation is both the 

means and the end, as in a continuous cycle”.  

Further, co-creation cannot be achieved without the interaction of the individual 

consumer with a network of stakeholders and consumer communities that enable 

personalized experience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2003). Making a clear definition 

of co-creation have proven to be difficult by researchers. However, Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy (2004) tries to define co-creation and clarify what it is and what it is not. 

Co-creation is not about having customer focus, having the confidence that the 

customer is always right, product variety or transfer of activities from the company to 

the customer as in self-service. Co-creation is rather about a joint creation of value by 

company and customers. It is about joint problem definition and problem solving, 

creating an experience environment customers can engage in active dialogue and co-

construct personalized experiences, even though it might be based on the same 

existing product (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Based on the definitions by 

Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2004) we can conclude that co-creation is not about 

consumers innovating new products for a company, it is rather a process in problem 

solving in order to make an experience more desirable for all stakeholders. This 

differentiates co-creation from innovation to some extent since Arnould et al. (2005: 

712) states that innovation refers to “new things”. We interpret this in the way that for 

something to be regarded as an innovation there needs to be a pre-defined clear goal, 

but if there is no goal then it should be regarded as co-creation since it is more about a 

problem solving process.  

Ramaswamy (2009) extends our view on what co-creation actually can enable for a 

company. The author means that word-of-mouth communication about a certain 

company increases with co-creation and this can in turn lead to lowered marketing 

cost. Companies that practice and develop co-creation can also create more of a 

“seeing culture” where the employees inside the company get a deeper customer-

think.  Ramaswamy (2009: 15) argues for other possible outcomes, for the firm, by 

engaging and opening up for co-creation with customers and stakeholders:   
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• Reduced risk of product-service failures and misalignment with the market, 

through qualitatively superior knowledge and insights. 

• Reduced risk of consumer dissatisfaction 

• Get direct input on customer preferences 

• Build deeper relationships with the customer 

In terms of product innovation by co-creation, customer and stakeholder input will 

most likely be valuable for incremental innovation and product differentiation. In 

radical innovations or innovations where customers take out high emotional value 

from the product, their input is limited since they might not be able to share their 

needs and a clear preference (Lojacono & Zaccai, 2004). Which means that the 

customers should not be fully trusted to come up with new solutions, since they are 

not informed well enough (Ulwick, 2002), and too much listening to the customers 

might then lead to only incremental improvements (Christensen, 1997).  

Chesbrough (2011: 67) explains the advantages of co-creation; “Co-creation is a 

powerful innovative force across a wide variety of industries, from software to semi 

constructors to toys to music. It is also a way to create a deeper relationship with 

customers that will be harder for competitors to copy. It is a great way to escape from 

the commodity trap”. Further, Matzler & Bailom (2006) state that firms that are able 

to identify customer needs and combine them with their core competences are those 

who are most successful in innovation. In other words, successful companies within 

innovation combine their core competences with the knowledge of the customers 

when developing product updates or creating new products (Matzler & Bailom, 

2006).  

 

2.3.1	  Consumer	  motivation	  to	  co-‐create	  

 

A critical factor for the emergence of innovative user ideas and products is 

motivations of members to participate and contribute in innovation communities 

(Shah, 2006). Motivation rise from interaction between incentives (situational factors) 

and motives (individual factors) (Atkinson, 1958), and according to the Expectancy 

Theory, the individuals motivation to participate is correlated with the expectation of 
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the outcome, on the perception of a clear relation between the benefit and effort (cost) 

and also its consequence (Vroom, 1964). 

As an interactive and multimedia-rich technology, the Internet allows consumers to 

experience new products and it enables interaction between producers and consumers 

(Füller & Matzler, 2007). Virtual product experiences are a way to enable and 

motivate customers to express unconscious needs, since it empowers consumers to 

participate more actively in co-creation. Producers that gain access to this information 

get a possibility to develop customer-centered, new products (Kozinets et al., 2010). 

With this, customers gets known as co-creators and become valuable resources for 

product innovation and new product development (Chesbrough, 2003). Motivational 

factors to participate in virtual co-production are very cultural embedded, but there 

are clear characteristics, such as open personality, general communal involvement, 

desire for social interaction and economic incentives (Kozinets et al., 2010). By using 

virtual prototypes, to integrate customer into new product development via the 

Internet, customers can express their needs and there is still time for the producer to 

make tweaks before releasing the finalized product (Füller & Matzler, 2007). This is 

very widely used in the gaming industry, where the producer release “beta”-versions 

of a game which is still in development in order to receive customer feedback and 

suggestions on how to make the finalized product more aligned with consumer needs.  

 

2.3.2	  Co-‐creation	  of	  value	  

 

From the literature on co-creation and brand value, Hatch & Shultz in their article 

from 2010, “Toward a theory of brand co-creation with implications for brand 

governance”, provide four building blocks by which co-creation occurs.  These four 

define co-creation as a joint product of (1) dialogue, (2) access, (3) transparence and 

(4) risk. They are defined as follows: 

The first, (1) dialogue, is referred to as “interactivity, deep engagement and a 

propensity to act – on both sides, company and consumer” (Hatch & Shultz 2010: 

594). The second pillar is (2) access and is defined, as “a firm today can’t assume 

opaqueness of costs, profit margins and prices”. Access in this definition refers to 
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which stakeholders who actually have access in a company (Ibid: 594). The third 

building block is (3) transparency, which is defined as “information about products, 

technologies and business systems becomes more accessible, creating new levels of 

transparency becomes increasingly desirable” (ibid: 595). The fourth and last block is 

(4) risk. It is defined as “Probability of harming the consumer” which could be an 

issue of protecting intellectual property rights (ibid: 595). 

The authors further present an integrative framework based on two dimensions where 

they have combined the four building blocks into two, namely: 1) 

stakeholder/company engagement, which is comprised of dialogue and access, and 2) 

organizational self-disclosure, which consist of transparency and risk. The first part in 

the integrative framework explains that dialogue, which involves the entire enterprise, 

is something that will involve several more channels than only the ones between the 

company and their consumers. Further, added engagement in the co-creation of brand 

value, due to openness and dialogue, provides the firm with higher levels of feedback 

about products and brand images (Füller et al., 2008, Hatch & Shultz, 2010). 

The authors further clarify that access, in the context of this integrative framework, 

makes employees and managers stakeholders in the co-creation process. These 

different stakeholders all bring hopes, fears, dreams and needs with them and this is 

the purpose of the brand engagement concept discussed in the branding literature 

(Hatch & Shultz, 2010).     
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Figure 6: An integrated framework for brand co-creation based on the four building blocks of 

dialogue, access, transparency and risk (Hatch & Shultz, 2010: 602) 

 

The second part in this integrative framework says that when a firm opens up for 

dialogue and provides access to their different stakeholders, it become more 

transparent (Hatch & Shultz, 2010; Ramaswamy, 2009). The fact that these 

stakeholders network with other people, different competitors and the media proves 

the above stated argument by the authors. Any information that is shared is expected 

to travel well beyond the relation established by engagement. Hence, dialogue and 

access (stakeholder/company engagement) leads to transparency, which creates a 

more open and co-creation friendly corporate environment (Ramaswamy, 2009), but 

transparency leads to risk (Hatch & Shultz, 2010). However, the authors further imply 

that transparency is not only about risk, it can also be rewarding. Corporate 

transparency, along with stakeholder transparency can provide improved information 

of customer needs and desires. Hatch & Shultz (2010: 601) describes transparency as 

“a two-way street, just as access and dialogue”. 

 

2.3.3	  The	  co-‐creation	  process	  

 

As stated later in our theoretical framework (in the Brand Value section) the branding 

focus have shifted from a goods-dominant logic (G-D) to a service-dominant (S-D) 

logic (Mertz & Vargo, 2009). This means that the producer (the firm) and the 

consumer are now seen as co-creators of brand value and that brand meanings are 

created by the experiences a customer has over time (Payne et al., 2008). Based on the 

S-D logic Payne et al. (2008) have developed a framework for the process of value 

co-creation. The framework consist of three main components (Payne et al., 2008: 85-

86):  

• Customer value-creating process – the processes, resources and practices 

which customers use to manage their activities. 
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• Supplier value-creating process – the processes, resources and practices which 

the supplier uses to manage its business and its relationships with customer 

and other relevant stakeholders. 

• Encounter processes – the processes and practices of interaction and exchange 

that take place within customer and supplier relationships, which need to be 

managed in order to develop successful co-creation opportunities.  

What the framework shows is that there is an interconnected set of processes in co-

creation. What will mainly be considered in this thesis, with regards to our research 

question, is the customer value-creating process, which includes the relationship 

experience and customer learning (ibid). We will look at these two because we are 

focusing on the consumer as a brand value creator or enhancer, not at how the 

supplier or firm behind a specific product creates value. Payne et al. (2008) defines 

the customer value-creating process as “… a series of activities performed by the 

customer to achieve a particular goal”. And one key aspect of the customer’s ability to 

create value is the amount of information, skills and knowledge that they can assess 

and use (Normann, 2001). Further, in the relationship experience, an important aspect 

is that the value proposition exists in order to facilitate the co-creation of experiences. 

Meaning that creating customer experiences is more about the relationship with 

customers instead of the products and its features (Payne et al., 2008). The 

relationship experience later leads to customer learning which essentially means that 

the customers will gain greater knowledge of the firms value proposition and perceive 

it as greater (ibid). 

 

2.3.4	  Relevance	  to	  case,	  criticism	  and	  linking	  theories	  

 

The previous section in this literature review has covered the concept innovation and 

its process. As mentioned earlier in this review, co-creation is one of the main pillars 

we will analyze for this thesis. The reason for why it can be argued that co-creation is 

of such an importance is because today we find this concept almost everywhere in the 

brand and branding literature and that today brand value is considered to be co-

created together with all the stakeholders of a firm, where one place to do so is within 
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the Starcraft II community (Mertz & Vargo, 2009; Ramaswamy, 2009; Chesbrough, 

2011; Von Hippel & Baldwin, 2009; Matzler & Bailom, 2006; Kozinets et al., 2010; 

Gruner et al., 2014). As seen in section 2.3 there are differences found in the literature 

between co-creation and innovation. The main being that co-creation is regarded as a 

problem solving process with no specific set goal, which innovation essentially has 

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Further, we feel and are aware that distinguishing 

between co-creation and innovation within the Starcraft II community forum posts 

might be difficult, and should considered to be a limitation. However, based on our 

literature we can see a clear overarching similarity between co-creation and 

innovation, which is that it is essentially about creating additional brand value through 

product development and improvement by interacting with all stakeholders of the 

company. 

The modern view today recognizes firms and all their different stakeholders as 

collaborative co-creators of brand value through continual interaction (Ramaswamy, 

2009). This means that customer opinions and actions are something that companies 

realize is important to embrace in their business. For this thesis, this notion will be of 

importance when we look at what co-creation enables and creates when it comes from 

the Starcraft II community. This is important because brands and brand value is co-

created by stakeholders, and customer opinions and behavior is an important part in 

the co-creation of brand value process (Ramaswamy, 2009; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). 

Our hope is to find valuable insights regarding co-creation from our netnographic 

research and analyzing the material with the help from the extensive literature on the 

topic.  

A further important aspect for this thesis is to look at what co-creation actually can 

achieve for the company but also for the customer. From the literature, enablers for a 

company include: build deeper relationship with the customer and reduce risk of 

consumer dissatisfaction, just to mention a few – which would then lead to an 

increase in brand value (Ramaswamy, 2009). When executing our netnographic 

research on the Starcraft II community we believe that we will be able to see if this is 

true or not.  

Looking at the motivational factors for consumers to co-create with Blizzard for 

Starcraft II can further help us to see what value it actually brings to the table. From 
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our literature review we have found possible links between factors that arise within 

online brand communities and motivational factors for consumers to co-create (Shah, 

2006). According to Atkinson (1958) there are two dimensions of motivation; 

incentives (situational factors) and motives (individual factors). At this point it can be 

speculated that situational factors to co-create within the Starcraft II community could 

stem from new announcements from Blizzard, e.g. new balance patches being 

released, with “beta” maps so players can test the changes – a sort of virtual co-

production (Kozinets et al., 2010). It could also be players collectively gaining 

experiences from playing or watching professional players play the game, which lead 

to discussions about possible changes to the game: in other words, consumers start to 

co-create. Although these motivational factors are important, they do not arise from 

the community, but we believe that motives does. It may be concluded that potential 

motives could be strongly linked to individual consumers’ willingness to co-create a 

better product or the desire to be a part of the we-ness, shared rituals and traditions 

and sense of moral responsibility, attachment to the brand and the community (Muniz 

& O’Guinn, 2001; Kozinets et al. 2010).  

For this thesis we think it will be of particular interest to look at how co-creation 

actually occurs and why it occurs. Is the company willing to let consumers take an 

active, participating role in co-creation, do they ask for customer insight to foster co-

creation or are they more restricted in what the consumer can help with? Is Blizzard 

transparency and are they engaging in dialogues? This will be of great help for us 

when we try to find out how interactions to co-create within a firm’s OBC affect the 

firm’s brand value, and it is further strongly correlated to the company’s usage of 

outside-in open innovation. This is why we further in this co-creation section have 

included a framework from Hatch & Shultz (2010) that contain four building blocks 

by which co-creation occurs: dialogue, access, transparency and risk (Hatch & Shultz 

2010: 594). This framework also defines co-creation as a joint product of these four 

building blocks and uses them to create an integrative framework. The authors explain 

that company/stakeholder engagement can be described with the levels of dialogue 

and access and organizational self-disclosure can be described with levels of 

transparency and risk (Hatch & Shultz, 2010: 602). The way we will utilize this 

framework for this thesis is to first look at how engaged the company and 

stakeholders actually are in the Starcraft II community. Are the company opening up 
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for dialogue and access with the customer or not, which is related to Gruner et al. 

(2014) community dimensions from the section Firm-hosted Online Brand 

Communities. Answering this question will help us to see if the community structure 

is developed to encourage co-creation and if co-creation to increase brand value is 

something that the company values in their business model.  

What’s also interesting to notice here is that Hatch & Schultz (2010) is trying to 

explain that opening up for dialogue and providing access to different stakeholders 

will eventually lead to transparency, hence the four building blocks are interrelated. 

Opening up for transparency can further create a more open and co-creation friendly 

environment where both external stakeholders and internal company stakeholders 

share and discuss company issues. Transparency can also increase the risk, for 

example the risk of letting valuable information travel outside the company control. 

But transparency could most likely also help establish and enhance trust within the 

relationship (Helm, 2000; East et al., 2008; Dellarocas, 2003; Bowker & Tuffin, 

2003), which is important for the community in terms of a sense of we-ness (Muniz & 

O’Guinn, 2001). Taken together, this integrative framework by Hatch & Shultz 

(2010) can serve as a valuable guideline for us when finding out if the company 

pushes for a co-creation friendly environment or a more restricted environment. 

Hatch & Shultz (2010) used the above-mentioned framework when analyzing brand 

co-creation on the LEGO fan community, a community where participants share 

information about the products and the brand. LEGO is a well-known brand that deals 

with both online and offline products (Hatch & Shultz, 2010). Blizzard Entertainment 

is a company that deals more with products that are experienced and used in an online 

setting. It can be argued that using this theoretical framework on the Starcraft II 

community, a community where the actual products is bought and used in a pure 

online setting can potentially give some new and valuable insights regarding co-

creation.    

From the already existing co-creation literature we have also found the work of Payne 

et al. (2008) to be of potential value for this thesis. He and his co-writers describe in 

their article, managing the co-creation of value (2008), that there is an interconnected 

set of processes in co-creation, much like Hatch & Shultz (2010). Of particular 

interest for us will be to look at the consumer as a brand value creator or enhancer.  
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Combining this framework with the work of Hatch & Shultz could potentially bring 

us a more holistic picture of the co-creation process and its enablers/limitations. Do 

the company provide a co-creation friendly environment or not? And what 

information, skills and knowledge do the customers in the Starcraft II community 

possesses that could bring additional brand value?    

 

2.4	  WOM	  

 

Katz & Lazarsfeld (1955) found early on that personal recommendations that traveled 

orally had a much greater influence on people’s opinions and behavior than did mass 

advertising. Furthermore personal recommendations that are related to purchase 

decisions lower doubt, which of course makes trust an important aspect in word-of-

mouth (WOM) (Helm, 2000; East et al., 2008). There have been a number of 

definitions for WOM during the years, but one of the most recent is made by Dwyer 

(2007: 64); “Word of Mouth is a network phenomenon: people create ties to other 

people with the exchange of messages that link to create an information network, 

while the people create a social network”. The definition highlights an important 

aspect for this thesis, which is that the networking aspects, with information sharing, 

that occur during WOM creates social interactions, which cause people both to 

develop social and informational networks (ibid). Compared to mass communication 

in traditional advertising, the social structure of WOM stands out as unique (Allsop et 

al., 2007). 

 

2.4.1	  eWOM	  

 

The development of the Internet changed the concept of word-of-mouth (WOM), 

leading to the birth of electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). Hennig-Thurau et al. 

(2004:39) defines eWOM as “any positive or negative statement made by potential, 

actual or former customer about a company or a product, which is made available to a 
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multitude of people and institutions via the Internet”. In contrast to “regular” WOM, 

eWOM takes place on the Internet and is therefore possible in e-mails, online 

communities, blogs, chat rooms. Since the Internet makes an incredibly amount of 

information available, eWOM have great impact and plays an important role (Lis & 

Neßler, 2014). In contrary to WOM, eWOM is mainly performed in writing and via 

Internet, which means that participants don’t have to be at the same place at the same 

time and the information therefore spreads faster. Furthermore are the messages 

stored, available for targeted search and can be accessed by a lot of people even after 

the eWOM have been made available (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2004). As with traditional 

WOM, eWOM also consist of both positive and negative eWOM. Positive eWOM 

can significantly add success to a company, lead to new acquired customers and 

reduce marketing costs (Luo & Homburg, 2007). Negative eWOM can on the other 

hand have negative consequences for the company image and earnings (ibid). 

 

2.4.2	  Trust	  and	  eWOM	  

 

As mentioned in the section about WOM, trust is an important factor (Helm, 2000; 

East et al., 2008). Kiecker & Cowles (2001) argue that identities in the online 

environment can easily be altered and enable anonymity for users of the web. This 

does affect the trustworthiness of eWOM compared to traditional WOM (Dellarocas, 

2003; Bowker & Tuffin, 2003). However, other researchers argue that it is possible to 

develop trust in the online environment over time through established conversations 

and validity of the information provided (Pitta & Fowler, 2005). Companies can 

further set up defenses to make the information more credible. This can be done by 

creating communities that favors transparency with personal identities, in other 

words, making it more difficult to be anonymous in the community, which would 

increase the trustworthiness and also the strength and influence of the eWOM 

(Cheung et al., 2009). 

The information that is transferred with eWOM can also be categorized as strong- or 

weak ties (Schindler & Bickart, 2005). A tie that is weak implies that the 

communication is made between people who don’t know each other, and a strong tie 
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represents communication between friends etc. But, it is important to realize that a 

weak tie doesn’t have to reflect a low level of trust. A weak tie could arise between a 

customer and an online customer-review of a product or a service, which could be 

credible since it’s a personal statement, but it would be weak in the sense that the 

customers or community members might not know each other (ibid). 

Lastly, the Internet is increasingly used for information search regarding products and 

services. A couple of years ago advertising had a great impact on the purchase 

decision, today every third person actively use eWOM and recommendations when 

searching for information (Lis & Neßler, 2014).  

 

2.4.3	  Relevance	  to	  case,	  criticism	  and	  linking	  theories	  

 

From the recent section in our literature review one can read about both WOM and 

eWOM. WOM can be defined as:  “Word of Mouth is a network phenomenon: people 

create ties to other people with the exchange of messages that link to create an 

information network, while the people create a social network” (Dwyer, 2007: 64). 

Evidently, WOM creates both social and informational networks.  eWOM on the 

other hand can be defined as “any positive or negative statement made by potential, 

actual or former customer about a company or a product, which is made available to a 

multitude of people and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2004: 39). 

eWOM is mainly performed via the Internet, which further means that participants 

don’t have to be at the same place all the time and that the information spreads faster. 

It should also be noted that when speaking of eWOM, the definition above does not 

only concern customers as the only stakeholder but all stakeholders in the company. It 

may be speculated that eWOM in the community forum threads can be of importance 

for the strength of the community due to the nature of the posts. Since all 

communication between members is made in the online community we believe that a 

forum with positive posts regarding the game would give more strength to the 

community and give the members a more positive feeling towards each other. 

It is further clear to us that theory concerning WOM and eWOM is closely related to 

other theories in our literature review, proving its relevance for this thesis. Trust is for 
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example a big concern when talking about WOM and eWOM. Traditional WOM, 

sharing information face to face, has a more trustworthy tone to it than eWOM. It’s 

been argued that identities in the online environment can easily be altered and enable 

anonymity for users on the web, making information shared more unreliable (Kiecker 

& Cowles, 2001). This is something that affects the trustworthiness of eWOM. 

Today, as a defense, companies can create communities that favor transparency with 

personal identities. One can argue that making it more difficult to be anonymous in 

the community could increase the trustworthiness of the information. Looking into the 

structure of the Starcraft II community would give us a picture of how Blizzard work 

with transparency in order to give the members tools to enhance the trust between one 

another, which we think is a prerequisite for the members to form a strong sense of 

shared rituals and traditions, moral responsibility and consciousness of kind (Muniz & 

O’Guinn, 2001). Further, it may be concluded that the accessibility of the community 

is an important factor for enhancing trust. We believe that making it harder for 

consumers to gain access to the community would benefit the trust between members 

since you have to go through a process or give up resources to gain access (Gruner et 

al., 2014). 

For this thesis, one can argue for the relevance to look at if Blizzard Entertainment 

provides trustworthiness through limiting anonymity in the Starcraft II community. 

When we try to characterize what type of firm-hosted OBC the Starcraft II 

community actually is, we can see any restrictions made up by the company and if, 

how this do affect member interactions, the will to co-create and ultimately affect the 

brand value?  

We strongly believe that trust, as a parameter, is something of very high relevance for 

this thesis, since we have discovered that it seems to be a factor in several theoretical 

approaches to the subject. Trust is for example highly relevant when talking about 

active participation in the community. It may be speculated that if the consumer feels 

trust towards the company and fellow members, active participation in the community 

and the will to co-create can be increased. It can further be argued that trust can 

enhance the sense of “we-ness” between community members, which could 

potentially make the community more fused together as a stronger collaborative unit. 
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2.5	  Brand	  value	  

 

The logic of brand and branding has evolved from the previous conceptualization, 

which is a “brand as a firm-provided property of goods” to “brand as a collaborative, 

value co-creation activity of firms and all of their stakeholders” (Mertz & Vargo 

2009: 328-329). Mertz & Vargo (2009) states that marketing literature in general has 

shifted from a “goods-dominant” (G-D) logic towards a service-dominant (S-D) logic. 

The earlier suggests that the firm, “producer”, is the creator of value and the customer 

is exogenous in the value creation process, and also in the very end of the value chain 

(Chesbrough, 2011: 53). The later, on the other hand, highlights the co-creation of 

value and the relationship between stakeholders and the firm. In other words, brand 

value is co-created through network relationships and social interactions among all 

stakeholders (Hatch & Schultz, 2010; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). The S-D logic views 

both the “producer” and the consumer as resource integrators. Hence, the consumer is 

endogenous in the value creation process (Mertz & Vargo, 2009).  

Mertz & Vargo (2009) also describes the shift in branding literature as a shift from an 

output orientation where “value is embedded in the physical goods and determined 

through value in-exchange” to a process orientation where “brand value is co-created 

with all stakeholders and determined through all stakeholders’ collectively perceived 

value” (Mertz & Vargo 2009: 336).  

As stated above, until the 1990s, the general focus of branding was towards the G-D 

logic. In the early 1990s the focus shifted to the S-D logic and more precisely on 

understanding the customer-firm relationship. Later in the decade, focus aimed at the 

customer-brand relationship and scholars where particularly interested in what role 

brands have in customer lives and how these relations are formed (Mertz & Vargo 

2009).    
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Figure 7: Relationship-focus brand era. Mertz & Vargo (2009: 337) 

 

Taken together, this relationship-focused brand era acknowledged the customer as a 

center part in the value creation process and moved away from previous eras where 

value was embedded in physical goods and was only created by the firm (ibid).   

From the year 2000 and forward, the general literature took another step towards 

integrative relations between stakeholders in the value creation process. The 

stakeholder-focus brand era, which we see as the modern view, explains, “Value is 

not only created through isolated, dyadic relationships between firms and individual 

customers. Rather, it is also co-created through network relationships and social 

interactions among the ecosystem of all the stakeholders” (ibid: 338). 
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Figure 8: Stakeholder-focus brand era. Mertz & Vargo (2009: 337)  

 

2.5.1	  Relevance	  to	  case,	  criticism	  and	  linking	  theories	  

 

For the last section in this literature review we have included theory that revolves 

around concepts like brand value and the process of creating brand value. We can 

clearly see from this literature review that there has been a major change in the 

literature on this topic. Our brand value section gives the reader an update in how the 

literature used to look at brands and who actually where involved in the process of 

creating brand value. It continues with how scholars today discuss the topic. 

To summarize, the first shift in focus was when the relationship-focused brand era 

came alive in the 90’s. Companies then acknowledged customers as center parts in the 

value creation process, and shifted focus from previous thoughts where value was 

only embedded in physical goods created by the firm (Mertz & Vargo, 2009), which 

is crucial to our theoretical framework since it is built upon the notion that customers 

are the creators of brand value for the company.    

Further, the era that we today see as the modern view is the stakeholder-focused brand 

era. Mertz & Vargo (2009) explains; “Value is not only created through isolated, 

dyadic relationships between firms and individual customers. Rather, it is also co-

created through network relationships and social interactions among the ecosystem of 

all the stakeholders” (Mertz & Vargo 2009: 338). This notion can be referred back to, 

and is explained by the customer-centric model by McAlexander et al. (2002) who 

tells us that brand communities are customer-centric and based on consumer-

interaction with the brand, the product, other customers and marketers (McAlexander 

et al., 2002). 

Today we see a clear shift from “brands as a firm-provided property of goods to 

brands as a collaborative, value co-created activity of firms and all their stakeholders” 

(Mertz & Vargo 2009: 328-329) and that brands are partly created through social 

interaction and network relationships between consumers (Hatch & Schultz, 2010). 

From this we can take with us that researchers and scholars implies that co-creation 
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with stakeholders should have an impact on brand value, the question is how it affects 

the brand value of a firm when it occurs in a firm-hosted online brand community of a 

software entertainment company? 
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3.	  Methodology	  

 

In this chapter we present the methodology used for this thesis. The first part of the 

chapter presents and describes our choice of research approach. Afterwards we 

present a theoretical review of our methodology, follow by the reason for choosing it 

and how we practically intended to use the research method. The last section of this 

chapter formulates the limitations of our methodology. 

 

3.1	  Research	  approach	  

 

Within the literature there are two main research approaches, deductive and inductive 

approach (Bell & Bryman, 2003).  In the deductive approach the researcher starts with 

a logical relationship among concepts and then moves towards concrete empirical 

evidence (Neuman, 2003: 51). In other words, the researchers begins with connecting 

theories to later be able to formulate hypothesizes to be tested with empirical data. In 

contrary, within the inductive approach the researcher begins with observations of the 

world and then moves towards generalizations and ideas (ibid). In other words, the 

researcher starts with data collection and develop a theoretical framework based on 

the collected data. In our research we have used a deductive research approach, where 

we have formed a theoretical framework where we illustrate theoretical relationships, 

which is based on our literature review. After completing the framework we started to 

gather empirical data. But, we have not entirely left out the inductive research 

approach since we have continuously during the writing of this thesis gathered 

empirical data, which have given us the opportunity to slightly alter our theoretical 

framework for the better of this thesis.  
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3.2	  Netnography	  

 

Kozinets (2006) defines Netnography as “a qualitative, interpretive research 

methodology that adapts the traditional, in-person ethnographic research techniques 

of anthropology to the study of the online cultures and communities formed through 

computer-mediated communication” (Kozinets 2006: 281). Netnography differs from 

the classic ethnographic research, which involves for example in-person participant-

observations, in the way that it is solely done in an online setting without face-to-face 

meetings (Kozinets 2010: 55). He further summaries the method by stating that, 

“Netnography adapts the open-ended practice of ethnography to the contingencies of 

the online environment” (ibid: 55). Netnography is described as a research method in 

which one finds and follows online places of interaction, gathering data and analyzing 

it. The purpose is to find commonalities or differences in the data collected (Kozinets, 

2011). Hence, research is done with participant-observations based on online 

fieldwork (Kozinets, 2010: 60). 

Further, using data collected with netnography is a way to understand different 

cultures and communities as social phenomena, rather than just as isolated text or 

content (Kozinets, 2011), making it a suitable research method when studying online 

brand communities. Computer-mediated communications is therefore used “as a 

source of data to arrive at the ethnographic understanding and representation of a 

cultural or communal phenomenon” (Kozinets, 2010: 60). Kozinets describes it as 

seeing these communities as “living, breathing and thriving cultural societies”, being 

the online equivalent of a neighborhood or village (Kozinets, 2011: 1). Netnographic 

research can also provide the user with information “on the symbolism, meaning, and 

consumption patterns of online consumer groups” (ibid: 1).      

 

3.2.1	  Why	  netnography 

 

Ethnographic research methods are very time and resource intensive, mainly because 

these methods involve in-person participant-observations on the researcher part. 
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Kozinets tells us in his book, Netnography – Doing Ethnographic Research Online 

(2010), that this kind of research method also can come off as rather intrusive for the 

one being observed, which can lead to misguided answers, meaning that the observed 

person or interviewed person tweaks their answers to what they feel are most socially 

accepted. Hence, they might not be telling the full truth (Kozinets, 2010: 56). The 

netnographic method is on the other hand less time and resource intensive according 

to Kozinets. There is for example no need for arranging personal introductions, 

traveling to and from research sites and transcribing interview material (ibid).   

Another major advantage with using netnography is the fact that it is a naturalistic 

technique. It uses information from its natural environment that is “publicly available 

on online forums” (Kozinets, 2010: 56).  The combination of using a technique that is 

naturalistic and unobtrusive gives it a powerful advantage compared to other 

techniques such as focus groups, in-depth-interviews, surveys etc. because people that 

are studied are unaware of it, and therefore they act normal and in their natural 

behavior (ibid).  

Though it’s a valuable research method, netnography has its limitations, one of the 

most apparent being its narrow focus on online communities. The need for researchers 

to have well-developed interpretive skills, is also to be considered a limitation. 

Kozinets (2002) further argues that the lack of “informant identifiers present in the 

online context” could potentially lead to difficulties when the researcher tries to 

generalize his results to groups external to the online community” (Kozinets, 2002: 

62).  Also, netnographic research usually lead to a great amount of raw data text that 

need to be closely looked at in order to find important statements for the research 

purpose.  

When deciding on whether to conduct a purely netnographic research method or 

blend it with ethnographic research Kozinets (2010) states that one must first decide 

whether the research is on “online communities” or “communities online” (Kozinets, 

2010: 65).  Research on online communities can be characterized by studying 

phenomenon that is directly related to online communities and the culture itself. 

Research into communities online on the other hand examines, to some extent, “social 

phenomena whose social existence extends well beyond the Internet and online 

interactions” (Kozinets, 2010: 64).  It takes a certain social phenomenon as its central 
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area of interest and extends it, arguing that something substantial can be learned about 

the “larger culture or community” and then generalized to the whole (ibid). If the 

central construct of the research extends well beyond the online community Kozinets 

argues “it would be wrong to assume that we would gain a complete picture through a 

pure netnography” (Kozinets, 2010: 65). As a general rule, Kozinets (2010) suggests 

that: “research on online communities should tend to have a primarily netnographic 

focus. For research on a community online, netnography should play more of a 

supporting or secondary role” (ibid). For this thesis we will examine online 

communities that have an extremely limited, or non-existing, amount of social 

existence beyond the Internet, which makes pure netnography a suitable research 

method. This since our area of research and specific community is far different from 

for example the Harley Davidson and Jeep communities that Muniz & O’Guinn 

(2001) studied, where the communities were meeting face-to-face on a regular basis. 

To be even more certain whether to conduct netnography, ethnography or both one 

should also carefully consider the following aspects regarding the research question 

and its core concerns: 

• Are the behaviors online and face-to-face closely related? Can one see a 

direct relation or are they separate behaviors?  

• Can useful new information be missed out without embodied observations 

and interactions? 

• How important is the identification of the individual culture member in the 

community researched? Are demographic characteristics such as gender, age 

and race important for the aim of the research question? (Kozinets 2010: 66).   

Like mentioned earlier, we believe that members behaviors online could be very 

different from their behavior in an offline setting in terms of expressing thoughts and 

ideas, and face-to-face meeting are extremely rare – if even non-exciting. The main 

reason for this being true is that the product Starcraft II, on which the community 

gather around, is not physical and is almost completely played in an online setting, 

making online communication and online interaction between community members 

the obvious medium of use.  

We have for this thesis and for our research method chosen to use a pure netnographic 

research approach. This will give this thesis limitations because certain information 
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may be missed our about community members personal motivation and objectives, 

since we will not conduct any ethnographic interviews with the members of the 

community. Although this may be seen as a limitation we believe that only observing 

with netnography can bring other aspects to light, and give a clearer picture on how 

members of the Starcraft II community behave, express their opinions and form social 

bonds in a purely online setting – which is also the setting in where Blizzard have the 

greatest ability to gather insight from their customers. Further, demographic 

characteristics are not relevant to this thesis because we intend to look at the Starcraft 

II community as a whole, the individual community member and the product itself 

doesn’t have any specific editions that are targeted to a specific gender or age group.  

 

3.2.2	  Using	  netnography	  as	  a	  research	  method	  

 

Netnography as a research method, as mentioned above, derives from the traditional 

ethnographic approach. From Kozinets (2002) we learn that the ethnographic 

approach include five different stages. These five stages give the researcher a certain 

structure of how to proceed with the method. What further can be said is that these 

five stages are also very applicable to the research method of netnography (Kozinets, 

2002). The five stages are: 1) Gaining entrée into the culture or group one wants to 

investigate 2) Gathering and analyzing data 3) Ensuring trustworthiness of data 

interpretation 4) Conducting ethical research 5) Member checking, or getting 

feedback from participants (Sandin, 2007: 289). Kozinets (2002) then further 

elaborates on these five stages and provide guidelines for how to reinterpret or adapt 

them to the online context, needed for the netnographic approach.  

For the first stage, entrée, Kozinets explains that it involves identifying the/those 

online communities that are most relevant to the researchers particular research 

question. This initial stage also includes learning about the identified 

community/communities and become familiar with their settings (Kozinets, 2002). 

For this thesis, identifying the online community was made possible because the 

choice of our case company Blizzard. Also, both authors of this thesis had personal 

experience with the community settings and the product Starcraft II. When the first 
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stage is clear to the researcher it’s time for the second stage, gathering and analyzing 

the data for the netnographic research. From Kozinets (2010) we learn that a proper 

way, when collecting the data, is to make a collection that is divided into three 

different kinds of data. The data can either be archival data – which is directly copied 

material such as posts from the observed online community. Or it can be elicited data 

– which is co-created with the community members (mail correspondence etc). The 

last type of data collected is field note data – which is the researchers own 

observations and findings from the community (Kozinets, 2010: 98). In our data 

gathering process we will use archival data and field note data. The reason for not 

using any elicited data is that this would be similar as to doing an interview with a 

community member, and we want to minimize the potential change in the behavior by 

the members (Kozinets, 2010: 56). 

Because there will be plenty of data to gather from the specific online community, 

one important aspect for the researcher will be to evaluate what data is actually 

relevant for the proposed research question and what is not. To address this issue we 

have chosen to categorize the content of each post according to the main pillars of our 

theoretical framework; Strength of firm-hosted OBCs, Co-creation, Innovation and 

Brand value, in order to see how the different concepts affect each other. Investigating 

and categorizing the content of the different posts from the forums will further make 

us able to show their relevance for this thesis.  

Throughout the gathering and analyzing of data Kozinets (2002) argues that the 

researcher must follow conventional procedures to ensure trustworthiness of data 

interpretation. This is the third stage to follow when conducting a netnographic 

research method, which has been proven to be quite tricky some times. The posting of 

computer text can be defined as a social, communicative act (a “language game”) 

where “every aspect of the game is relevant observational data in itself, capable of 

being trustworthy” (Kozinets, 2002: 64). The researcher must for example take into 

account that people might not always be who they claim to be, and won’t necessarily 

tell the truth when their identity is protected by the computer. Kozinets tells us that a 

good way to ensure trustworthiness of the data collected is to immerse oneself in the 

culture of the researched community through long-term engagement (ibid). In order to 

ensure the trustworthiness of the members of the community, Blizzard has fortunately 

built a couple of features in their online brand community to enhance the 
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trustworthiness. The members of the community has to buy the product in order to 

gain access to publish post in the community and every member have a personal 

profile that is linked to the game, making it possible for the researcher to track their 

game history (how often they are playing, how good they are etc.). Being able to 

check the members game history gives us as researchers validation that these 

members are actually using the product – making them trustworthy.  

 Conducting an ethical research is the fourth stage in the netnographic research 

method. What Kozinets tries to clarify in this stage is that there are plenty more 

ethical issues to be concerned with in netnographic research (Kozinets 2002). We 

have for example the genuine debate about private versus public information, what 

information can I as a researcher copy and use and what information do I need 

permission to use? Because this is an important issue to be addressed properly, 

Kozinets (2002) recommend four ethical procedures for researchers using 

netnography: 1) “The researcher should fully disclose his or her presence, affiliations, 

and intentions to online community members during any research” 2) “The 

researchers should ensure confidentiality and anonymity to informants” 3) “The 

researcher should seek and incorporate feedback from members of the online 

community being researched and 4) “The researcher should take a cautious position 

on the private-versus-public medium issue” (Kozinets 2002: 65). However, other 

researchers such as Langer & Beckman (2005) argue for the use of completely covert 

netnography, where participants are not informed of the researchers presence or the 

research itself. Revealing oneself as a researcher could possibly endanger the whole 

research if the participants would oppose the research. Langer & Beckman (2005) 

further argues that message boards are open for investigators; they are “public 

communication media” (Langer & Beckman 2005: 197). In terms of ethics we have 

chosen to follow the path of Langer & Beckman, mostly because reading the 

community forums does not require any access permission and are open to everyone. 

But also, as stated above, because we want to observe and investigate the members in 

their naturalistic setting, removing possible changes in behavior that might occur 

when the researcher reveal their presence.    

The last and final stage in the netnographic process is member checking. This is the 

process where the researcher presents his findings back to the participants, to get 

comments on his interpretations. Kozinets (2002) argue for the positive effects of 
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getting a deeper understanding with new insights from participants. Langer & 

Beckman (2005) on the other hand argues against the necessity of presenting research 

findings back to participants, especially when the netnography was conducted 

completely unobtrusively (Sandin, 2007: 290) and that “it would possibly endanger 

the whole research project if participants in IMB’s oppose to the research” (Langer & 

Beckman, 2005: 197). Since we will not conduct an ethical research, members 

checking won’t be made. This is, as with ethical research, due to the fact that this 

would jeopardize the naturalistic and unobtrusive observations and make members 

change behaviors and opinions.    

 

3.3	  Limitations	  

 

The limitations of our research method are that we will only observe the members 

interactions in the firm-hosted online brand community provided by Blizzard. This 

means that we will potentially miss out on deeper motivational factors for members to 

be part of the community, to interact with other members and Blizzard. Also, as 

Kozinets (2002) tells us: data elicited from the netnographic method can be hard for 

the researcher to present to someone that is not part of the studied community. This is 

something that we have to put extra effort in to, in order to make the reader 

understand the language of the Starcraft II community. Further, not being able to 

contact the right employees at Blizzard to get more insight of their purpose of the 

online brand community should also be considered a limitation.  
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4.	  Case	  Description	  

 

Together with our theoretical framework and research question a case company have 

been chosen for this thesis. This has been done to make the problem statement more 

relevant, interesting and to be able to target a specific community. The case company 

of choice is Blizzard Entertainment.  

 

4.1	  Blizzard	  Entertainment	  

 

Blizzard Entertainment (hereafter referred to as only Blizzard) is an American 

developer and publisher of entertainment software, with headquarters in Irvine, 

California in the United States of America. The brand Blizzard was established in 

1994, and quickly became one of the most popular and most well known creators of 

computer games in the world (Blizzard, 2014a). Blizzard currently has three major 

product lines, which are: The Warcraft Universe, The Starcraft Universe and The 

Diablo Universe. All of which consist of various games and game series with separate 

expansions for each game. The Starcraft Universe for example consists of the games 

(in chronological order): Starcraft, Starcraft: Brood War (expansion to Starcraft), 

Starcraft 2: Wings of Liberty and Starcraft 2: Heart of the Swarm (expansion to 

Starcraft 2: Wings of Liberty). Further, Blizzard provides their own online-game 

service, Battle.net, which is one of the largest in the world with millions of players. 

The company has also received multiple “Game of the Year awards” across each of 

the different universes (Blizzard, 2014b).   
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4.1.2	  The	  Starcraft	  Universe	  

 

The original Starcraft was released in March 1998, and was Blizzards third number 

one bestseller, and was the bestselling game during the year 1998. Later that year 

Blizzard released the game’s expansion set, Starcraft: Brood War, which was named 

the best expansion of 1998, and according to Blizzard it is still considered to be one of 

the best add-on products to date (Blizzard, 2014b). Starcraft is a RTS (real time 

strategy) game (Wikipedia, 2014a). 

 

 

Figure 9: Starcraft II Heart of the Swarm logotype 

 

In July 2010, Blizzard released Starcraft 2: Wings of Liberty which sold more than 1 

million copies during the first 24 hours of availability. This made the game the fastest 

selling strategy game of all time. At the same time Blizzard released a new version of 

its online platform, Battle.net, with major improvements in terms of player 

interaction. In March 2013 Blizzard released the game’s expansion set, Starcraft 2: 

Heart of the Swarm, with even more updates for the popular online and multiplayer 

platform Battle.net (Blizzard, 2014b).  
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4.1.3	  Battle.net	  

 

Battle.net was introduced in 1996 and is Blizzards online platform service, providing 

players the possibility to engage in multiplayer games, take part in adventures and 

socialize with friends. In Battle.net people can find and play all of Blizzards games. 

(Blizzard, 2014d) 

Battle.net provides a community for players across all games. The players chose a 

BattleTag (nickname) of their choice in order to be identified in Battle.net – on the 

Blizzard website, the Blizzard forums and inside Blizzard games. Being able to 

choose a BattleTag means that the members of the community and players can be 

anonymous. Further, players can agree to become Battle.net friends, granting them 

access to more information about each other and also the possibility to show their real 

name through the function Real ID. Real ID enables them to stay connected with 

people they know in real life (outside the virtual world). (Blizzard, 2014e) 

Battle.net, as Blizzard’s community platform, provide forums for players to interact 

and share ideas and experiences, developer blogs, news articles, game guides, movies, 

pictures and sections for e-sports (professional gaming) (Blizzard, 2014f). Battle.net 

is provided both as a program/application on the computer and through web browsers. 

Creating an account is free and the community members don’t have to purchase a 

game from Blizzard in order to access the community through Battle.net, although 

members need to purchase the product in order to be able to post and contribute to the 

forums and the community (Blizzard, 2014g). 

In Battle.net there is a section regarding code of conduct. In other words, a section 

telling the members what is allowed and what is not allowed. The code of conduct is 

extensive and put up a lot of rules in order to make the forums as enjoyable as 

possible. The members are for example not allowed to distribute real life personal 

information about each other or employees at Blizzard. This is something that can 

have effect on the structure of the community and will be considered in this thesis in 

relation to Gruner et al. (2014) dimensions of a firm-hosted online brand community. 

(Blizzard, 2014h) 
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In sum, Battle.net is the central hub of all Blizzard games, which provide the players 

with a community platform to play, connect and share experiences. 

 

4.2	  Terms,	  abbreviations	  and	  glossary	  

 

In the Starcraft 2-community members use a lot of terms and abbreviations to explain 

specific thought or share knowledge with their peers.  Kozinets (2002) mentions it as 

a limitation of the methodology that it can be difficult to for someone outside the 

community to understand the specific language and behavior. We have therefore 

made a glossary with the most common terms used by members in the community to 

make the data analysis more comprehensive and understandable. Note that community 

members won’t always use capital letters for abbreviations.  

Term or word used in community Meaning of term or word 

Terran (often shortened with T) One of the races in the game 

Protoss (often shortened with Toss or P) One of the races in the game 

Zerg (often shortened with Z) One of the races in the game 

TvP (can be typed the other way around) Terran versus Protoss 

ZvP (can be typed the other way around) Zerg versus Protoss 

ZvT (can be typed the other way around) Zerg versus Terran 

ZvZ (TvT, PvP) Zerg versus Zerg (Terran versus Terran, 

Protoss versus Protoss) 

Test map A map to test the outcome of an update 

Balance map A map to test the outcome of an update 

Buff Making a specific unit better 
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Nerf Making a specific unit worse 

Patch An update to the game 

Balance patch An update to even to balance in the game. 

F.x. something might be too good so it 

have to be made worse. 

DPS Damage-per-second  

HotS Heart of the Swarm 

WoL Wings of Liberty (predecessor of HotS)  

MSC (or msc) Mothership core (Protoss unit that tend to 

be frequently discussed) 

OP Overpowered (something, often a unit or 

a spell, is considered to be too good) 

AI Artificial intelligence 

SC Starcraft 

SC2 Starcraft II 

WCS World Championship Series 

RTS Real time strategy 

F2P Free to play (the game is free of charge) 

Ladder The Starcraft ranking system where 

players can battle against opponents with 

the same skill level. 

+1 The community members agree with the 

member who started the thread. 
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5.	  Analysis	  	  

 

In this chapter we will present and analyze our empirical findings. The analysis 

examines the four pillars in our theoretical framework: Strength of firm-hosted online 

brand community, Co-creation and Innovation. It should be noted that the last main 

pillar in our framework, brand value, is to be considered to be dependent on the other 

three pillars. Hence, our empirical findings won’t directly be linked to brand value in 

the analysis chapter. 

 

5.1	  Structure	  and	  parameters	  for	  analysis	  

 

We have, as stated above, categorized the content of each post used according to the 

three first pillars of our theoretical framework. We will go through these three pillars 

one by one in the following order:  

 

1) Strength of firm-hosted online brand community: in this main pillar, we 

will have 6 different aspects to analyze. 
o  Community Commitment 

o Trust 

o Community Identification 
o eWOM 

o Community Access 
o Participation  

 

2) Co-creation: For this main pillar we have 4 different aspects to analyze.  
o Motivational Factors 

o Participation 

o Transparency 

o Dialogue 
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3) Innovation: For this main pillar we also have 4 different aspects to analyze. 

o Open Innovation 
o Participation 

o Transparency 
o Dialogue 

 

5.2	  Strength	  of	  firm-‐hosted	  OBC	  

 

This first chapter in our analytical section will cover the following six concepts 

connected to the main pillar Strength of firm-hosted OBC, from our theoretical 

framework.  

o Community Commitment 

o Trust 

o Community Identification 
o eWOM 

o Community Access 
o Participation  

 

We have analyzed 17 different threads in the community forums and for this chapter 

we found that 7 of them were of particular interest and relevance for this chapter. The 

posts in the entire analytical section are presented as they appear in the threads and 

have not been adjusted in any way. Further, they are also presented in the order they 

appear in the forums. We argue that presenting them this way will not make us loose 

the overall context of the information and make it easier for the reader to follow. 

 

5.2.1	  Data	  analysis	  

 

The first thread we have analyzed in this section is “The Newbies guide to Starcraft 

II” (Blizzard, 2014i). It begins with a clarifying post from “KillerofGods-Technical 

Support” where he explains the purpose of this thread: 
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Post by ”KillerOfGods – Technical Support” - “Hello all Starcraft forum goers!!! I decided to 

make this thread to help out those are new to Starcraft or anybody who is struggling with ladder and 

looking to improve as a player. Below is a compilation of some things that I thought could assist the 

average newcomer looking for help. You don’t have to visit all of these links to improve or even any of 

them, but this is here for anybody who needs it. I included so many links because no one thing will 

work for everyone so I have gathered all this here so you may decide what will work best for you as an 

individual and as a Starcraft gamer:D! 

I will continue to update this thread and add new things as I find them. If you are a Starcraft veteran or 

newbie and you have anything to add to the list simply post it in the comments and I will add it to the 

list. Any feedback you have to help better the thread will be greatly appreciated!! Whether you have 

anything to add to the list, would like to see something edited, or even think I added something that 

should be removed, all feedback is welcome and will be taken into consideration.  

Videos, Tutorials, and stream-Watching videos and streams of Starcraft are one of the greatest ways to 

learn. You can watch pro players play so you can copy builds, learn timings, and to help you 

understand the game better. Many people also post videos online to help give you tips and tricks to “Be 

a better gamer” – Day9 (ibid). 

 

What initially can be said here is that this is clearly a good effort from Blizzard to get 

new players, but also old players more involved in the game. Making it easier to learn 

by posting Youtube-videos and tutorials. They provide new and old players with tools 

to be better players and understand each other and Blizzard better. McAlexander et 

al., 2002 says that brand community strength is based on consumer-interaction with 

the brand, the product, other customers and marketers (McAlexander et al., 2002). 

Posting something like this shows us that Blizzard use a stakeholder-focus, where the 

customer is to be considered a valued contributor (Mertz & Vargo, 2009: 338).     

Understanding each other and the game better can also make member-posts more 

valuable for Blizzard. Strengthen the OBC, making them more align with each other. 

This shows a sense of community identification and community commitment. Going 

back to our theory and our framework, the concept of consciousness of kind explains 

that the connection that members of the community feel towards each other and the 

collective sense of difference towards people that are not in the community is very 

important for a strong and healthy community (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001: 418, 422). 

We believe that learning more about the game and its features will eventually increase 

consciousness of kind. 
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This post can further be linked back to Gruner et al 2014 four dimensions of a firm-

hosted OBC, more precisely the social dimension Host integration. It clearly shows 

that Blizzard take an active role in community activities and can be considered to 

have high host integration.     

Post by “Killroy” - This is amazing! I I’ve already watched a couple of these videos previously but 

found a couple new gems to queue up! im just watching the Day[9] video on Improving 1 thing at a 

time, something i've been trying to do on my own for a little while now... must take notes :D Thanks 

brother =] (ibid).   

 

Reply by “KillerofGods-Technical Support” - I'm glad you found it useful! I tried to include 

something for everybody and I will keep updating this as I find new things. At the very least I'm happy 

it helped you now hopefully it can help everybody else looking to improve! (ibid). 

 

Post by “Aldrexus – Community Manager” - Great read. Thanks for organizing all these links 

to help newer players out, Killer! (Blizzard, 2014j) 

 

Post by “DarkDeceit” - I love this. I just started using the forums today (getting sick of just lurking 

reddit). I'm a really bad player and I'm super excited to see so many guides and helpful things. Just got 

to study one thing at a time (ibid).  

 

The four posts above, two by regular members and the other two by a “technical 

support” and a “community manager” can be linked to one of the other dimensions of 

a firm-hosted OBC, namely Member Engagement. It shows that regular members 

want’s to learn more about the game and are engaged in the community and that 

members from Blizzard provide this information. This indicates high member 

engagement in the community. 

To summarize the findings from this thread we can first say that Blizzard uses a 

stakeholder-focus, where the customer is considered to be a valued contributor. We 

can further conclude that there is community commitment with high host integration 

and high member engagement. The findings from this thread also show that there is a 

consciousness of kind, a sense of “we-ness” in the community.   

The second thread we have analyzed in this section is the thread “Guidelines To 

Forums, does and don’ts” (Blizzard, 2014k). This thread is basically an addition to 

Blizzards “Code of Conduct” forum, which we will analyze later in this section. Here 
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Blizzard provides the members of the community with common courtesy guidelines 

to follow. These guidelines cover more specific examples of what to do, and what not 

to do in the community (ibid).  

Post by “Nethaera - Community Manager” - Community forums work best when participants 

treat their fellow posters with respect and courtesy, so we ask that you take the time to read through the 

forum Code of Conduct and guidelines before posting (ibid). 

 

This initial post by Nethaera – Community Manager shows that the Starcraft II 

community is a firm-hosted OBC where Blizzard is in control. They have restrictions, 

does and don’ts.   Gruner et al. (2014) defines a firm-hosted online brand community 

as “…an Internet forum that is (1) concerned with the products of a particular firm’s 

brand(s) and (2) initiated and subsequently maintained by the firm.” (Gruner et al., 

2014)  

This post also indicate that there should be a sense of moral responsibility in the 

community, which can be described as members have a duty or obligation towards the 

community and to the individual members (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Blizzard wants 

the members to treat fellow posters with respect and courtesy. Question is if this is 

true in the community? 

In our literature review we have used Muniz & O’Guinn 2001 three forms of 

community affiliations. The post above can be linked to one of these three, namely 

Pools. A criteria for the community to be defined as a Pool is that members have 

strong associations with a shared activity or goal (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001: 413). 

Does & don’t, guidelines and code of conducts are great examples of shared activities 

and goals that members in the Blizzard-team share with regular members.  

Post by “Nethaera – Community Manager” - While the community team will be moderating 

this forum as normal, members of the Creative Development team will also be monitoring discussions 

and looking for constructive feedback. Have fun posting on these forums, and good luck with your 

adventures in the Koprulu Sector (Blizzard, 2014k). 

 

This following post by the same member again gives us indication of that Blizzard is 

incorporating a Stakeholder-focus, where they value opinions from all stakeholders, 
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especially those from the customer (members in the community) (Mertz & Vargo, 

2009: 337-338).    

Post by “Nethaera – Community Manager” – Guidelines, In addition to the forum Code of 

Conduct (http://forums.battle.net/forum-coc.html), here are some common courtesy guidelines to 

follow. While these do technically fall within the bounds of the Code of Conduct, these cover more 

specific examples of common errors that will lead to thread deletions or posting privileges being 

revoked (Blizzard, 2014k). 

 

Post by “Nethaera – Community Manager” – The Starcraft forums are for discussion of topics 

directly related to Starcraft. The forums here are specifically to discuss the game and related topics. 

Any topics not related to Starcraft, Battle.net, or Blizzard Entertainment is subject to deletion (ibid). 

 

Post by “Nethaera – Community Manager” – Using the words "Blizzard," "Blue," or any 

community team members' names in a thread topic is frowned upon. Everyone would like Blizzard to 

read and acknowledge his or her post, and we understand that; however, use of such words in the 

subject line does not help that come to pass. Please make your thread title relevant to the post subject. 

Threads violating this guideline are subject to deletion (ibid). 

 

Post by “Nethaera – Community Manager” – Do not post about locked or deleted threads. 

Posts that are moderated have a reason behind the moderation. It's up to you to read the forum Code of 

Conduct and these guidelines to determine what you did wrong, learn from your mistake, and attempt 

to post again without breaking any rules (ibid). 

 

The four posts above, all by Nethaera, can be linked to Gruner et al (2014) four 

dimensions of a firm-hosted OBC (Gruner et al., 2014). More precisely the 

administrative dimension Activity Control can explain Blizzards actions. These posts 

indicate that the host, Blizzard, do regulate and restrict certain community content. 

But they also show a will to communicate with the members and try to understand 

what the members think, not just ban them directly from the community – “Everyone 

would like Blizzard to read and acknowledge his or her post, and we understand that; however, use of 

such words in the subject line does not help that come to pass (Blizzard, 2014k).  

What we have learned from this thread can be summarized in the following way; The 

Starcraft II community is a firm-hosted OBC with Blizzard Entertainment as their 

host. We further get indication from this thread that there is a sense of moral 

responsibility in the community, but this is something we can’t say for sure at this 
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moment in the analysis. On the other hand, what we can say for sure is that Blizzard 

with their Starcraft II community is using a Stakeholder-focus. 

There are three forms of community affiliations used in our literature review, this 

thread leads us to believe that the Starcraft II community is that of a Pool.  

At last, this thread indicates activity control by the host Blizzard that can be 

characterized by moderation.   

The third thread in this section of the analysis is named “Code Of Conduct” 

(Blizzard, 2014l). To be exact, this is not a regular thread in the community forums 

where members can post comments on what’s been posted. Instead this is a forum 

where Blizzard provides their members with guidelines and rues that “explain what 

behavior is expected of you and what behavior you can expect from other community 

members” (ibid).  

Team Blizzard – Welcome to the Battle.net Discussion Forums! These forums are here to provide 

you with a friendly environment where you can discuss ideas, give game play advice, role-play, and 

converse about any other aspects of Battle.net games with other players. Community forums are at 

their best when participants treat their fellow posters with respect and courtesy. Therefore, we ask that 

you conduct yourself in a civilized manner when participating in these forums. 

The guidelines and rules listed below explain what behavior is expected of you and what behavior you 

can expect from other community members. Note that the following guidelines are not exhaustive, and 

may not address all manner of offensive behavior. As such, the forum moderators shall have full 

discretion to address any behavior that they feel is inappropriate. Also, suspension or banishment from 

the game will always result in the same in regard to forum access. Your access to these forums is a 

“privilege,” and not a “right.” Blizzard Entertainment reserves the right to suspend your access to these 

forums at any time for reasons that include, but are not necessarily limited to, your failure to abide by 

these guidelines. 

We reserve the right to evaluate each incident on a case-by-case basis. The action we take may be more 

lenient or more severe than those listed under each category (ibid).  

What initially can be said about this post is that it clearly can be linked to Gruner et al 

(2014) four dimensions of firm-hosted OBC’s. The earlier thread about guidelines 

touched up on the dimension Activity Control from the host Blizzard. This thread 

really indicates that Blizzard take high activity control over the Starcraft II 

community – “Your access to these forums is a “privilege,” and not a “right.” Blizzard 

Entertainment reserves the right to suspend your access to these forums at any time for reasons that 

include, but are not necessarily limited to, your failure to abide by these guidelines” (ibid).  
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Team Blizzard - Extreme Sexuality / Violence. This category includes both clear and masked 

language and/or links to websites containing such language or images which: 

• Refer to extreme and/or violent sexual acts 
• Refer to extremely violent real life actions 
• Pornography 

If a player is found to have participated in such actions, he/she will:  
• Be permanently banned from the forums (ibid). 

 

Team Blizzard - Harassing or Defamatory. This category includes both clear and masked 

language and/or links to websites containing such language or images which: 

• Insultingly refer to other characters, players, Blizzard employees, or groups of people 
• Result in ongoing harassment to other characters, players, Blizzard employees, or groups of 

people 
If a player is found to have participated in such actions, he/she will: 

• Be given a temporary ban from the forums, depending upon severity 
Harassment takes many forms, and is not necessarily limited to the type of language used, but the 
intent. Repeatedly targeting a specific player with harassment can lead to more severe action. The idea 
behind this is to prevent any one player from consistently being uncomfortable in the forums (ibid). 

 

Team Blizzard – Illegal Drugs or Activities. This category includes both clear and masked 

language and/or links to websites containing such language or images which: 

• Reference to abusing illegal drugs 
• Reference to performing illegal activities 

If a player is found to have participated in such actions, he/she will: 

• Be given a temporary ban from the forums, depending upon severity (ibid). 
 

The three posts above by Blizzard can be linked to Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) three 

components to a brand community. Especially shared rituals and traditions and sense 

of moral responsibility are applicable for these three posts (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

Looking at the first post that says -  “Referring to extreme and/or violent sexual acts is 

frowned up on and will lead to member getting banned from the forums” gives us an 

indication that Blizzard wants a healthy environment and a culture that counteracts 

this. Likewise, the two other posts from Blizzard tell us that they look down on 

harassing or defamatory language and illegal drugs or activities (ibid). Question is if 

the community members actually follow these guidelines or not? This question in not 

possible to answer at this point in our analysis but will be addressed later on.  

Team Blizzard - Impersonating a Blizzard Employee. This category includes: 
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• Passing yourself off as a Blizzard employee to post false information 
If a player is found to have participated in such actions, he/she will: 

• Be given a final warning, after which any further Code of Conduct violations may result in a 
permanent ban from the forums (ibid).  

 

This post by Blizzard exemplifies a common problem of trust in the online 

environment. Kiecker & Cowles (2001) argues “that identities in the online 

environment can easily be altered and enable anonymity for users of the web. This 

does affect the trustworthiness of eWOM” (Kiecker & Cowles, 2001). Other 

researchers such as Pitta & Fowler (2005) have argued that companies can set up 

defenses to make information more credible, such as creating communities that favors 

transparency with personal identities. This is exactly what Blizzard is trying to do 

when they post something like the above post. Increasing the trustworthiness of 

eWOM but also strengthen the influence of the information that is spread in the 

community. Making the community transparent regarding personal identities further 

gives the members tools to enhance the trust between one another. And enhanced trust 

will lead to forming stronger sense of shared rituals and traditions, moral 

responsibility and consciousness of kind.   

Team Blizzard – Important. 

• Repeatedly violating any area of the Blizzard Terms of Use or Forum Code of Conduct, 
including the areas detailed above, will often result in permanent banishment from the forums. 

• This policy is not language-restrictive. Language that falls under this policy will always be 
subject to the repercussions listed, whether it is inappropriate in English or any other language 
(ibid).  

 

This post can be linked with how Blizzard is dealing with its Community Access, 

which is one of the four dimensions in Gruner at al (2014) dimensions of firm-hosted 

OBC’s.  Blizzard is here explaining - “Repeatedly violating any area of the Blizzard Terms of 

Use or Forum Code of Conduct, including the areas detailed above, will often result in permanent 

banishment from the forums” (ibid).  

A member will “often” be banned from the forums if doing this, but it doesn’t say that 

he will be banned from the entire community. Hence, community access should not 

be regarded as merely high but somewhere in between moderate and high.  
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To summarize what this thread has made us aware of we start by saying that Blizzard 

uses high activity control over the Starcraft II Community - “Your access to these forums 

is a “privilege,” and not a “right” (ibid).  

This means that, in the end it is Blizzard who ultimately determines what’s allowed 

and what’s not in the community and in the forums.   

Further, we can conclude that there is certain guidelines that Blizzard have embraced 

and want’s their members to follow. These guidelines works as shared rituals and 

traditions and will provoke a sense of moral responsibility. Question is still if these 

are followed by the members in the community or not? 

We can also conclude that Blizzard has set up defenses to make information more 

credible and trustworthy by creating a community that favors transparency with 

personal identities.  

Finally, we can say, with the help from our empirical findings in this thread that 

Blizzards Community Access should be regarded as in between moderate and high.    

The fourth thread in this analytical section is the “Comprehensive Starcraft ll 

Ladder Guide” (Blizzard, 2014m).  

Post by “ExcaliburZ - MVP Starcraft” - Comprehensive Ladder Guide - Greetings and 

welcome to this comprehensive Starcraft II ladder guide. This guide is designed to provide detailed 

information about the core functionality and design of the Starcraft II ladder, its leagues, and 

matchmaking. The information within this guide comes from empirical findings as well as Blizzard 

developers (ibid).  

Once again, creating threads like this (where community members can learn how 

things works and how Blizzard develops the game) is great for both Blizzard and the 

community. The community members get more knowledge of the game and can post 

more analytical posts. We see this as an ongoing circle of learning and gaining 

knowledge: Blizzard teaches the community  the community gains knowledge and 

teaches Blizzard  Blizzard gains knowledge and teaches the Community. This circle 

of teaching and gaining more knowledge is a good example of Mertz & Vargo’s 

stakeholder-focus, where brand value is co-created between different stakeholders 

(Mertz & Vargo, 2009).  
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 Also, if the entire community has the same basic knowledge they can communicate 

better with each other. This will create stronger consciousness of kind, which is the 

connection that members of the community feel towards each other. This sense of 

“we-ness” will create stronger bonds between members and push for a healthy 

environment in the community.   

Further, this post is a great example of how Blizzard is dealing with its Host 

Integration. This post shows that Blizzard is taking an active role in community 

activities and their Host Integration is to be considered high.  

Post by “Paul” - Very thorough and informative. Great work! (ibid) 

 

Post by “Archer- MVP Technical Support” - Really informative. As always :) (ibid). 

Post by “redbird” - Extremely well written and informative post. Everyone should vote this for 

sticky so we have a thread to send people to when they inevitably make a thread about MMR or their 

league (ibid). 

The majority of all posts in this thread are positive in nature, like the three posters 

above. This further strengthens our findings that creating educational threads like this 

is good for both Blizzard and their community members. The frequency of old and 

new posters liking these threads also shows that Member Engagement should be 

considered high in the community (Gruner et al., 2014). Members really participate in 

these community activities and are involved in community interaction.  

Post by “ExcaliburZ - MVP Starcraft” - I completely understand the frustration behind the 

system because yes, it's quite opaque compared to other ladder systems. There is more detective work 

that a player has to do to determine where exactly he stands overall, and all you can really see is your 

own division which only ranks by points, and in the majority of cases all you have to do to get to the 

top of your division is spend your bonus pool (Blizzard, 2014n). 

This post indicates that maybe Blizzards ladder-system is to complex to fully 

understand. When experienced players/posters like “ExcaliburZ” explains everything 

as comprehendible as possible, members in the community still doesn’t understand. 

This could potentially make members and players less interested in the game, but as 

the posts below indicate it’s quite the opposite. Members in these forums are eagerly 

posting and re-posting, showing that Member Engagement is high in the community.    
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Post by “XxGaLLoWsxX” - Thank you so much this sheds some light on the whole league 

ladders ranking system, you really did your homework on this so good job and thank you dude (ibid). 

Post by “AllwayzCrazy” - Okay. I seriously have read a lot of these posts and threads and stuff 

and I have probably overlooked it somewhere but I still would appreciate some clarification. Do you 

have to be ranked in top 10 in each: 1v1 2v2 3v3..etc to finally move from bronze to silver? (ibid) 

Reply by “ExcaliburZ - MVP Starcraft” - No, your points and your rank have nothing to do 

with it. The moving average of your hidden MMR dictates everything about promotion (ibid). 

Post by “Twitchcraft” - Thanks for such a comprehensive guide. This must have taken a lot of 

research and analysis, so thank you for putting in the effort, as I've always wondered how this beast 

works (ibid). 

Post by “HappyDanks” - You know the ranking system is bs when it takes that long to explain 

(ibid). 

Post by “TonyMontana” - This stupid guide is the reason blizzard doesn't get any new players for 

Starcraft ll. This system is completely messed up and too long and boring to comprehend. I completely 

understand it but I'm speaking from a newcomer's standpoint. What are you blizzard guys doing? 

Please make the ladder system less confusing (ibid). 

What we first can say about the six posts above is that, again, members in the 

community forum show high Member Engagement. They are passionate about their 

game and want it to be as good as possible. 

Further, the sum of all posts in this thread leads us to believe that there is active 

participation by the members in the community. Madupu & Cooley (2010) explains 

“the active participation is the most important aspect in any online community”, since 

members doesn’t meet face-to-face (Madupu & Cooley, 2010: 128-134). For the 

community to be strong, there need to be a high level of participation. What these 

posts also give us an indication of is why people actually participate in these forums. 

They want to learn more about the game and its features, they want “tips and tricks” 

from other more experienced players and they want to share ideas and suggestions on 

how to make the game better for everyone.  

Another important thought here is that trust seam to be an important factor when 

talking about active participation in the community. Several posters in this thread trust 

what “ExcaliburZ - MVP Starcraft” says about the ladder-system. When they choose 
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to trust him/her on this it enhances the “we-ness” in the community and makes them 

as a group more fused together (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; Helm, 2000; East et al, 

2008).  

What valuable information can we now take with us from the findings in this thread? 

We can first conclude that Blizzard is using a stakeholder-focus, where contributions 

and ideas from members are valued. We can also conclude that Blizzard is taking an 

active role in community activities, hence their Host Integration is high. 

The frequency of old and new posters liking and disliking also shows that Member 

Engagement should be considered high in the community. And the sum of all posts in 

this thread leads us to the conclusion that there is active participation by the members 

in the community. From this thread we also learn that members motivation to actively 

participate is high because:  They want to learn more about the game and its features, 

they want “tips and tricks” from other more experienced players and they want to 

share ideas and suggestions on how to make the game better for everyone. 

At last, our analysis points at the fact that there is trust in the community, which 

enhances “we-ness” and create stronger consciousness of kind. 

The fifth thread relevant for analysis on the main pillar Strength of firm-hosted OBC 

is called “Balance and the Community” (Blizzard, 2014o). This thread discusses a 

very common topic in these forums namely balance patches. A balance patch is 

essentially when Blizzard decides to change different aspects in the game with the 

goal of making it more balanced, hence better.  

 

Post by “OneAMcStorm” – I'm not really one to compare Starcraft 2 to other titles, and gameplay 

wise that is not my intention with this thread. However, today I was looking through the League of 

Legends balance changes and updates on their forums and I couldn't help but breathe a breath of fresh 

air as I saw the developers communicating with the community. I know David Kim has made posts 

listing his ideas, but very rarely does he ever converse with the community. Very rarely does he take 

ideas, and give feedback or thoughts on what is going through his mind. Contrary to this, the 

developers/balance designers at the League of Legends site communicate with the people who play 

their game and draw from their ideas (and they let them know it too). Basically they keep them 

informed and constantly update them with what’s going on, their thought process, and even the small 

changes they are considering as they come up with them. Their balancing system seems to be a very 

fluent process which is always evolving, as opposed to what we have here. Now I'm not asking for a 
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mirror image of what they have going on at Riot. I know they have ample issues themselves; but their 

communication, their speed in updating, everything seems to be thriving in comparison to Blizzard. So 

my question is to why Blizzard has not done anything similar? Communication, thoroughness, 

timeliness, the things Riot does fairly well, are not patented things. They are nothing more than 

common business ethics, and I feel that Blizzard is more than capable of executing them equally. I 

don't ask for this game to become any different than it is, but I do ask that Blizzard exert the same 

effort of a F2P game out of loyalty to their customer base. Ethics and what not aside, those things don't 

matter. It is simply good business. An involved team working on an evolving game will always 

generate more revenue. In the gaming world, stagnation kills, and it does so very quickly. TLDR; 

Blizzard, please come back to Starcraft and make both this game and the community what it has the 

potential to be. Edit: In addition to this, I feel the community has a responsibility as well. A 

responsibility to be constructive and meaningful with their posts. Of course the effort from Blizzard 

needs to be there, but a collective effort from the community should be in place as well. I quite like the 

upvote/downvote system as it allows for posts to be policed by their peers (ibid).  

 

First of all, this post can clearly be linked to community commitment and member 

engagement. This community member shows plenty of passion and engagement for 

what happens with the game Starcraft II. Posts like this show us that there is high 

member engagement in the forums and in the Starcraft II Community. Further he/she 

expresses certain dissatisfaction of how Blizzard and their team are currently handling 

their communication efforts with the community. He/she gives an example where he 

refers back to a highly important Blizzard-person (David Kim) and says that he rarely 

show himself in the community forums to answer questions etc. He even begs 

Blizzard - “Please come back to Starcraft and make both this game and the community what it has 

the potential to be” (ibid).  

What this dissatisfaction indicates is that the host integration from Blizzard do not 

correspond with members expectations. Hence, they want to see their questions being 

answered more often in the forums. If this is a correct observation from 

“OneAMcStorm” and a likeminded though from the rest of the community, one can 

argue that trust in the community towards Blizzard is poor.  

 

Post by “roarbot” - Well said. A blue post on this would be highly appreciated (ibid).  

 

Post by “PinoKotsBeer” - Amen. During the Q&A with David Kim he selected only the easiest 

questions and provided the most neutral and generic answers as possible. Plenty of people had good 

questions, and a couple of GM's participated in the Q&A. NO single GM question got answered. 
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HTOMario had solid questions, repeated it after David Kim ignored his question. Result: no answer. 

The whole Q&A was just a farce; it was even better not to have the session. Listening to the 

community? LOLOLOLOL When blink was OP we got the reply that they didn’t see any changes in 

the race balance (Blizzard selected just 6 days of the ladder), but the maps in season 2 got adjusted to 

"reduce" the impact of blink. Regardless the balance atm, Blizzard is hardly playing with any ideas on 

their test server to see how things are working out. Just an empty void (ibid).  

 

Post by “Sizzlor” - For the most part the increased communication by blizzard has been a bit of a 

farce. While the community managers are somewhat active they say little about the actual game. They 

have to try to constantly reassure people that everything gets read despite evidence to the contrary. 

Even if blizz reads everything they must not take the concerns of the community very seriously. TvP 

has been a problem for months, the Swarm host even more so for even longer. Yet Blizzard has done 

very little to fix the problems. Their focus on indirect balance and matchups that have few problems in 

the first place is evidence of that. Put simply David Kim is out of touch with this game. The 

community has a better understanding of what is broken than Blizzard dose and that is sad. 

Understandable but sad (ibid).  

 

The discussion whether Blizzards managers and employed staff addresses the 

community well enough continues with the three latest posts. Some members’ seam 

very unpleased with their efforts and up to this point no manager has replied on the 

members thoughts. We can again clearly see that the Starcraft II community members 

are highly engaged and participate actively in the forum discussions. The 

conversation in this thread further gives a great example of that eWOM really is a 

network phenomenon, where exchange of information spreads very fast, to a broad 

audience (Dwyer, 2007). 
 

Reply by “Doncroft MVP Starcraft” - What evidence? There's no evidence that the developers 

aren't reading what is written here. In fact, there's solid proof they are, in that they've directly 

responded to certain topics and overall community communications. So what is this evidence of them 

literally not reading the forums that you speak of? Because if they were actually reading, the very 

complex problem that is TvP would be magically fixed? No one has the answer to TvP because the 

matchup is balanced in such a way that it sacrifices its variety for the sake of variety in the other 

Protoss matchups. You act as if an answer could be pulled out of the clouds if Blizzard were actually 

listening and patched in next Tuesday. That strikes me as an unrealistic viewpoint to possess (ibid). 

Reply by “Sizzlor” - My evidence is that the problems still exist. If something is broken then it 

should be fixed. Don your over complicating things. I cannot speak for Blizzard. I can only speak for 

my own knowledge and experiences. To me blizzard has not listened. That is my opinion and it is 

subject to change (ibid).  
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Post by “OneAMcStorm” - This post (thread) wasn't intended to blame Blizzard for everyone 

taking this thread to do so. As stated, I was simply looking through the LoL forums and found the 

interaction with their player base, their timeliness, testing changes with the community, conversing, 

everything just seemed to come together to create a much better environment for their player base. My 

post is only asking of Blizzard to do the same for us (or similar), and in the edit for the community to 

return the favor with competent posts in regards to balance/design changes (not "QQ fixd nothing 

stupid blizz" type responses) (ibid).  

Post by “KillerofGods Technical Support” - They do read most things on the forums (some 

stuff is bound to slip by) but the thing is no one can agree on anything. If they buff something people 

QQ, if they nerf something people QQ, if they make all the workers warhound workers for a day 

people QQ. They read ideas and pass the ideas along to the Devs (developers) and the Devs use the 

ideas that they like, there have been multiple instances of the Devs using ideas from the forums and 

implementing them in the game. I think Doncroft has at least 4, hell even I made a thread that ended up 

having something implemented (ibid).  

Post by “Psione Community Manager” - Our communication efforts for the recent balance 

update went through a process that included many of the things you are mentioning here. When we first 

came to the realization that a balance update may be needed, Dayvie made a detailed post with his 

thoughts on the match-ups and offered a few options that were being considered. After gathering 

feedback, he made a follow up post on the changes that we’d begin testing. As time passed, new 

changes were being considered to the Swarm Host and a post was made with thoughts on the current 

issues. This led to additional changes that were tested on the Balance Test Map, until a final update was 

provided a few days before the patch. This update provided details on a change to the Brood Lord, 

which was the most common suggestion we received from players on how to help with the ZvZ 

stalemate issue. This sound very similar to the type of process that you’re looking for. We share our 

thoughts and ask for player feedback while also providing enough time to be able to make changes 

based on that feedback. We’re quite happy with how this process has worked thus far and it’s 

something we’d like to continue to do in the future. If you feel there are ways we can improve in this 

type of communication, we’d definitely love to hear your thoughts. As for the comparisons to other 

games, there are many factors to consider in regards to balance, and how two games approach balance 

changes can differ. This is especially true when considering games from different genres. Some have 

already mentioned these differences, but I thought I would at least acknowledge the difficulty in using 

different games for comparison (ibid). 

The recent five posts in this thread now lead the conversation towards the opposite 

direction. Doncroft MVP, KillerofGods Technical Support and especially Psione 

Community Manager are to be considered highly rated and educated members in the 

Starcraft II Community. They are in the recent posts making an effort in explaining to 

“regular” members that the Blizzard team do answer member-questions in the forums 
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and if they are not there is usually a logical explanation why not. Psione Community 

Manager – “We share our thoughts and ask for player feedback while also providing enough time to 

be able to make changes based on that feedback.  We’re quite happy with how this process has worked 

thus far and it’s something we’d like to continue to do in the future. If you feel there are ways we can 

improve in this type of communication, we’d definitely love to hear your thoughts” (ibid).  

Reply by “Prome” - You guys have actually been kicking !@# at communicating with us lately. A 

lot of people have unreal expectations or don't understand the process that these kinds of changes have 

to go through. It takes a long time or extraordinary evidence to even begin considering a balance 

change, let alone the time to create a solution, test, and implement it. People complain too much 

(Blizzard, 2014p). 

Post by “Mand MVP – Hearthstone” - For better or worse, having devs post frequently and 

directly can lead to less productive discussions, rather than more. Too often, it becomes picking apart 

and attacking the dev and what they said, rather than actually discussing what's at hand. While I wish it 

weren't the case, there is value in having a separation between the devs and the forums (ibid). 

Post by “uncriss” - I doubt they directly want to intervene on the forums, it's why they have 

community managers. Many gamers have no manners at all, are very rude and act like really immature 

people. Seeing all those armchairs video game balancers telling Mr. Kim how to do his job must be 

maddening. People like Psione are some sort of mental buffer between our community and the dev 

team. I think it's vital so they don't end up like total biscuit (ibid).  

Post by “Allon” - Why is everyone assuming that balance changes are easy to make, and could be 

changed every week if needed? Balance is ridiculously complex, the meta-game more so. Here is my 

favorite example: it took a year and a half for the Infestor to become seen as ridiculously overpowered. 

For those who remember, it was bad. The Infestor literally was in every pro game, and held Zerg up. 

And it took a year and a half for even pro gamers to figure this out. Seriously, go check on liquidpedia. 

During that time, the Infestor only received nerfs. Yet it still took players forever to figure out how 

good it was. And you people honestly expect me to believe that Blizzard is supposed to change 

something within a week if it looks imbalanced (Blizzard, 2014q) 

 

The four posters above are clearly agreeing with what Psione Community Manager 

and the other two respectable members of the community are trying to explain, in 

contrast to earlier posters in this thread. What we take with us from this conversation 

is that eWOM is truly and amazing tool enabled by the Internet. It makes information 

travel fast and reach a vast amount of people, so that they all can speak their mind and 

make discussions more forward. They don’t have to agree on everything; to us the 

most important thing seams to be the process in which other elements are developed. 
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For example, a discussion like this will strengthen the community’ consciousness of 

kind. It will make the members more engaged, regardless of their opinions.    

From this thread we also find indication that the community affiliation most fit for the 

Starcraft II Community is that of a Pool. Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) explains; a Pool 

affiliation is where “members have strong associations with a shared activity or goal, 

or shared value, and loose associations with one another (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001: 

413). Members in the Starcraft II Community definitely have strong associations with 

a shared activity or goal, that of wanting to make the game prosper. Further, what we 

can see from our empirical findings are the members not having strong associations 

with one another 

To summarize the findings from this fifth thread we can first conclude that 

community members in the Starcraft II Community are very passionate and show 

high member engagement. There is also high participation activity from the members 

in the community. Another important finding from this thread is that there is 

ambiguity whether host integration is high and good enough. Some members believe 

Blizzard is not dealing with communication in the community well enough, and some 

have the opposite mindset. This indicates that Host Integration might not be high in 

the Starcraft II Community but instead moderate. Our interpretation from this is that 

members might not entirely trust the Blizzard team (its developers, technical supports 

etc).  

From this thread we can also determine that: eWOM is truly and amazing tool 

enabled by the Internet. It makes information travel fast and reach a vast amount of 

people, so that they all can speak their mind and make discussions more forward. 

eWOM can definitely be considered to have a positive effect on the Starcraft II 

Community.  

The last thing we take with us from this thread is that the most fit community 

affiliation for the Starcraft II Community is that of a Pool. 

We have now come the sixth thread analyzed in this section. This thread is called 

“Community Project: Compliments & Appreciation” (Blizzard, 2014r). Regular 

member “KnightWing” explains why he maid this thread: 
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Post by “KnightWing” - Let us do a community project together. Every now and then, someone 

will say something nice about someone else on the forums. Every time that person says something nice, 

not sarcastic; the person they complimented gets 1 point as a tally marker to count the # of 

compliments received. This is NOT a contest; it is an opportunity to show appreciation and gratitude. 

You can only compliment on another poster ONCE, per individual. Goal: This will help people figure 

out their strengths and potential in terms of gameplay, as well as help them see that people appreciate 

them for the good things they do. Compliments are rarely seen on the forums, it is time to show what 

we value in each other. I will start: MorganFreman is a passionate zerg player who just needs to be 

more confident in ZvT match ups. His ZvZ match ups show his skill, and I believe that he has potential 

to transfer game mechanics towards his ZvT experience. :) I understand that it is natural to input 

aggressive BM in a game after a frustrating defeat, but I know that surpassing such frustrations can 

lead to personal improvement. I can no longer compliment on MorganFreman, someone else will have 

to think of positive nice things to say, either to him, or anyone else ^_^ This doesn't mean that the 

person who gets the most points will win something, this will mean, that they know people appreciate 

them, and can find what nice things people say about them (ibid). 

This is really a nice effort coming from a regular member, “KnightWing”. What we 

initially can say about this post is that it surely is a way of strengthening the 

community. A community needs to have consciousness of kind, shared rituals and 

traditions and sense of moral responsibility (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Pointing out 

what is great with the community and give each other positive feedback can work as a 

motivational factor, showing that being active in the community counts. Members 

will most definitely create stronger connection to each other (increased sense of “we-

ness”), share a collective culture, and get increased moral responsibility by doing as 

“KnightWing” propose (ibid).   

Post by “MorganFreman” - Dayvie is a really good forum poster, who cares about balance and 

updates us once in awhile with his ideas, which will go on balance test map for everyone to try (ibid).  

Post by “KnightWing” - I am thankful for Psione (community manager) who, in the recent and 

past season, communicates with players every so often and keeps us updated. Dayvie as well with the 

recent balance test map posts (ibid).  

Post by “KillerofGods Technical Support” – Doncroft (MVP Starcraft) devotes a ton of time 

into the community and does all he can to make the forums a better place (Blizzard, 2014s). 

 

Post by “KnightWing” – […] Doncroft you are one of the most notable MVP's that shows 

examples on how to post without aggression, such as rants, qq's, and attacking devs straight off the bat. 
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You are also a great and improving terran player who switched from protoss, someone I look forward 

to learning from example watching your streams and what not (ibid). 

Reply by “Doncroft - MVP Starcraft” - That’s exceptionally kind of you. Thank you (ibid).  

The five posts above imply that the effort made by “KnightWing” seam to work and 

members are embracing the idea. These posts clearly strengthen our belief that active 

participation is high in the community. We can clearly see that the community wants 

to be more welded together, which indicates their passion and commitment for the 

community and the game. These posts also points towards member engagement being 

high in the Starcraft II Community.  

Post by “Doncroft - MVP Starcraft” - Can I just say I appreciate all of you? And a very special 

shout-out to Anesthetic. I'm going to miss him more than I can express here. I consider him an old 

friend (ibid).  

Post by “Doncroft - MVP Starcraft” - I mean it sincerely. Everyone in this thread has done good 

things for this game and community (ibid).  

Post by “Psione - Community Manager” - There are so many great posters that work hard to 

make this a fun place to share our passion for Starcraft II. It would be difficult to name each person, 

since there are quite a few, but I really appreciate the passion and positivity that so many posters bring 

to these forums. If you think you're one of the people who helps to make these forums a better place, 

then you probably are, and you have my thanks! Reading through all the threads on a daily basis, these 

contributions really stand out. Keep up the good work (ibid).  

Post by “protor” – I would say thanks to you Psione for your good communication whit the 

community I imagine it s not a easy things some time so thx man (Blizzard, 2014t). 

 

Highly regarded members such as community manager Psione and MVP Doncroft 

show appreciation for this thread, which was created by a regular community 

member. Showing that not only regular member of the community have passion and 

care for the well being of the community and the game. This can further be linked to 

our theoretical section from Gruner et al 2014 and their four dimensions of a firm-

hosted OBC. “Psione” and other highly regarded members show active participation 

in communicating with the community as a whole. Host integration in this thread is to 

be considered high (Gruner et al, 2014).  
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Also important to acknowledge from these four posts is the fact that - “it is possible to 

develop trust in the online environment over time through established conversations 

and the validity of the information provided (Pitta & Fowler, 2005). When highly 

regarded members of the community and especially community managers post that 

they are very satisfied with members achievements, we argue that trust between 

regular members and the Blizzard team is enhanced.   

Post by “shoshana” - Can we all hold hands?? (Blizzard, 2014u). 

Reply by “Thylacine” - I was waiting for someone to ask. Take my hand as we disappear into the 

night (ibid).  

Reply by “Doncroft - MVP Starcraft” - Not over the Internet, no. The technology just isn’t 

there yet (ibid).  

Post by “KnightWing” - Let's all sing a national anthem as a forum community (ibid).  

What these four posts can tell us is that members of the Starcraft II Community have 

stronger one-to-one relationships than we initially thought. We have not seen similar 

expressions like this in earlier threads analyzed for this section. Members joking with 

each other and playing silly to us indicate that not only do they share common values 

and goals (which is the characteristics of a Pool) but they can also form one-to-one 

relationships in the community (characteristics of a Web) (Fournier & Lee, 2009; 

Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

To sum this thread up, “Community Project: Compliments & Appreciation” we start 

with saying that brand communities need strong; consciousness of kind, shared rituals 

and traditions and sense of moral responsibility (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). This 

thread is great way of enhancing these three components. Members of the community 

will most definitely create stronger connection to each other (increased sense of “we-

ness”), share a collective culture, and get increased moral responsibility by doing as 

“KnightWing” propose.  

Further findings from this thread strengthen our belief that active member 

participation and member engagement is high in the Starcraft II community. But its 

not only member engagement that is high, this thread also strengthen our belief that 

host integration and host engagement is high in the community (Gruner et al., 2014).  
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Pitta & Fowler argues that it’s possible to develop trust in the online environment 

over time, through established conversation and validity of information provided 

(Pitta & Fowler, 2005). With the findings from this thread we can confirm that trust 

between regular members and the Blizzard team is being enhanced.  

Our last important finding from this thread leads us to believe that not only can the 

Starcraft II community be characterized as a Pool, but also as a Web (Fournier & Lee, 

2009; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

Our seventh thread analyzed in this section is “Please welcome Psione, community 

manager” (Blizzard, 2014v). Community member “Kaivax begins the thread by 

posting;  

Post by “Kaivax Community manager” - Please join me in welcoming Psione, our newest 

community manager! Psione comes to our community team from our QA team, where he has years of 

experience playing ... which is to say ... testing Starcraft II and following eSports. You can now find 

him on Twitter at https://twitter.com/PsioneBlizzard.We're very excited to have him join us here, and 

before we push him into the pool, let's take a moment to get a good look at him. I'll start. Psione, What 

race is your main in Starcraft? What Arcade game are you currently enjoying? Who are your favorite 

pros? If you could construct one dream match between any two players, who would they be? Welcome 

to the team!! (ibid).  

Post by “cloaken Community Manager” - Psione!!!! Welcome, my friend; we have been 

looking forward to this for a long time. :) (ibid) 

Post by “Psione Community Manager” - Thanks for the introduction, Kaivax! I'm extremely 

excited to be joining the team! As you mentioned, I have been a huge Starcraft II fan since it's release 

and look forward to sharing my passion with the rest of the community. Now, onto the questions! 

(ibid). 

Post by “Doncroft MVP Starcraft” - Welcome, Psione. I'm Doncroft, debatably the most active 

of the forum MVPs. I tend to focus mostly on community discussion of balance and game design. 

TheSkunk does way more than me when it comes to community events, so he may be more active than 

I am. I'm speaking only of actual forum post volume, which I've always been big on. Very happy to 

have another CM for SCII, and a true fan nonetheless (ibid).  

Post by “Spyrian Community Manager” - Welcome to the team, Psione! It's awesome to see 

you join up with us Community folk:) (ibid).  
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Post by “Incubus” - I didn't know there was so many blues (community managers), why don't you 

guys post more :S? (ibid).  

Reply by “TheSkunk MVP Starcraft” - A lot of these aren't for SC2 (ibid).  

Ultimately, the posts above are an effort from Blizzard to introduce a new community 

manager, Psione. Here we see a lot of different Blizzard-people posting and 

welcoming the new member. This can clearly be linked to community commitment 

and participation (Gruner at al, 2014; Madupu & Cooley, 2010). What this shows us 

is that Blizzard cares about the community and its managers, being passionate. Hence, 

Host Integration is to be considered high (Gruner et al., 2014).  

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Welcome Psione! What was the most amusing bug you 

found in your time with QA?  Reply by “Psione Community Manager” - While I was in QA, I 

once found a green ladybug in my backyard. I thought that was pretty amusing (Blizzard, 2014w). 

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Do you have a beard? (This one is important. Pics or it 

didn't happen). Reply by “Psione Community Manager” - No. Thanks for rubbing it in! (ibid). 

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Who's your favorite co-worker? Reply by “Psione 

Community Manager” - All of them. (They are watching...) (ibid). 

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Which of your co-workers has the best beard? Reply 

by “Psione Community Manager” - Kaivax! (ibid). 

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Who's the funniest forum troll? Reply by “Psione 

Community Manager” - Definitely, Kaivax! (ibid). 

Post by “TheSkunk - MVP Starcraft” - Who's your favorite MVP? Have a fun time as a 

community manager! Reply by “Psione Community Manager” - The first to ask gets my favor. 

Today, “TheSkunk”, that is you! (ibid).  

The six posts above shows us a very important finding for this thesis, indicating that 

not only do online brand communities serve as a knowledge platform but also as a 

social platform (Janzik & Raasch, 2011; Madupu & Cooley, 2010; Dwyer, 2007). 

Regular members and community managers yoking, socializing and sharing 

experiences is a good example of this. 
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What these six posts further strengthen is the fact that the Starcraft II community can 

be considered both as a Pool and a Web (Fournier & Lee, 2009; Muniz & O’Guinn, 

2001). The members have strong associations with a shared goal or value, passion and 

excitement for the game indicating the community affiliation of a Pool. But they are 

also forming social relationships with each other, exemplified by the conversation 

above (indicating community affiliation of a Web) (ibid).       

Post by “ViRuS” - Welcome Psione! I have some questions for you: What difference will I see here 

in the community now that you are at the helm? (Blizzard, 2014x). Reply by “Psione Community 

Manager” - This team is pretty awesome already, so I'm just here to add to their power. Not that we 

are planning anything like world domination, but you never know. The more powerful, the better! 

(ibid).  

Post by “ViRuS” - What do you think of the current state of the community and meta-game? 

Reply by “Psione Community Manager” - Are we talking about the show "Community" or the 

Starcraft II community? In either case, both are amazing! :) (ibid).  

Post by “ViRuS” - What does a position such as "community manager of SC2" entail? Reply by 

“Psione Community Manager” - In the most general sense, we are here to make sure the 

community knows how awesome Starcraft II is, and that their voice is heard by the right people here at 

Blizzard. For example, if you were to say that you felt a certain feature was difficult to understand or 

use, we would make sure the right people heard about it! If you were to say that you particularly liked 

the mechanics of a certain mission and would like to see similar ones in the future, we would make 

sure the right people heard about it! If you were to say Psione needs to have a 70-inch monitor and a 

plush recliner as his chair, I would stop at nothing to make sure the right people heard about it! (ibid).  

Again, this conversation (the three posts above) between regular member “ViRuS” 

and community manager “Psione” tells us that the Starcraft II community really can 

serve as a social platform, where people not only share knowledge but also socialize. 

These three posts further indicate that both Member Engagement and Host Integration 

are high in the community (Gruner et al, 2014). Regular members are interested in 

what the community managers actually do for the community, showing passion and 

commitment. Community manager “Psione” explains - In the most general sense, we are 

here to make sure the community knows how awesome Starcraft II is, and that their voice is heard by 

the right people here at Blizzard (ibid). A statement by a community manager like this 

indicates that the host firm, Blizzard, take an active role in community activities.  
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Summarizing the findings from this last thread we start by saying that community 

commitment and participation (Host Integration) is to be considered as high in the 

community. Both community managers and regular members show strong passion 

and commitment in this thread. Hence, Member Engagement should also be 

considered as high (Gruner et al, 2014).   

The second important finding in this thread is that not only do the Starcraft II 

community serve as a knowledge platform but it also works as a social platform 

where members create social bonds with each other (Janzik & Raasch, 2011; Madupu 

& Cooley, 2010; Dwyer, 2007).      

The last important finding we take with us from this thread is that the Starcraft II 

community can be considered to have the characteristics of both a Pool and a Web 

(Fournier & Lee, 2009; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). We have not seen any indication of 

the Starcraft II community being a Hub, which is the third form of Fournier & Lee’s 

community affiliations (Fournier & Lee, 2009). According to these authors, all three 

components and forms must be combined in a mutually reinforcing system in order 

for a brand community strategy to be effective (ibid). 

 

5.3	  Innovation	  

 

As seen in our literature review, members of brand communities are considered to be 

a major and valuable source of innovation because members of brand communities 

are in the majority of cases passionate about the specific brand and they also have 

extensive knowledge and experience with the products of the brand. Further, 

community members tend to discuss problems regarding the specific brand and 

develop new product ideas (McAlexander et al., 2002; Sawhney et al., 2005; 

McWilliam, 2000; Füller et al., 2008). When making our data analysis in regards to 

innovation within the Starcraft II community we have used the distinction that we 

presented in the literature review to separate innovation from co-creation, since they 

can at times be hard to fully separate. This distinction is that innovation differentiates 

from co-creation since innovation refers to the creation or production of “new things” 

(Arnould et al., 2005: 715) and that co-creation is about a joint problem solving 
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process to make an service or product more desirable for all stakeholders (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2004). In order for a process to be regarded as an innovation there has 

to be a predefined goal.  

 

5.3.1	  Data	  analysis	  

 

This next forum thread, regarded as our eight thread in total, we have looked into 

find data regarding innovation within the Starcraft II community is named “WoL 

Ladder should be F2P” (Blizzard, 2014y). The posts are presented as they appear in 

the thread and have not been adjusted in any way. The thread is about making the 

Starcraft II Wings of Liberty, the predecessor of Starcraft II Heart of the Swarm, 

ladder free to play, meaning that players shouldn’t have to buy the product to be able 

to use it to its full extent.  

Post by “Doncroft – MVP Starcraft” – In the past, I've wrinkled my nose at any notion of 

Starcraft being a free-to-play model. There's just too much content to warrant that, and I would hate to 

see this game revolve around DLC. However, at least two people have posted something to the effect 

of: 

When an expansion is released, the previous version's ladder should become free-to-play. 

Yes, the Starter Edition does technically allow access to all content except the campaign and 1v1 

ladder, but to access the team ladder, the player has to party up with someone, and it can be somewhat 

intimidating, I imagine, to be a brand new player sniffing around for a veteran to spend time playing 

with them so they can get a team ladder experience. Therefore, I'm proposing that the Starter 

Edition allow full access to the Wings of Liberty ladder. I believe this is an excellent way to get 

more people involved in the game. If they enjoy the WoL ladder - which will have a lot more 

inexperienced players - they'll be much more inclined to want to invest money into other features, like 

the campaigns and the current E-sports version where the ladder is filled with the more experienced 

and hardcore players. If you would like to see some sort of change similar to this considered by 

Blizzard, give a +1 Feedback, either way, is always good. Game on! – Doncroft (ibid)  

Post by “XenonR” – Dude this is a good idea i support it all the way. I can't see how this will hurt 

the game it will be great. I bought HoTs because I wanted the new units and the portraits and the 

ranking of my races and I loved it. +1 Nice Thread! (ibid) 

Post by “Sovereign” – +1, I dont see why this isnt already a part of their model. (ibid) 
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Post by “Fass” – Very good idea Doncroft. Much more user friendly. (ibid) 

Post by “OneAMcStorm” – +1, great idea to get people into the game. Also, implement a way to 

snipe Doncroft when streaming with greater ease. This is a sure fire way to add at least 50 regular 

players. (ibid) 

Post by “Uzi” – +1 This can actually justify the ridiculous costs of the expansions. (ibid) 

To begin with, the starter of the thread “Doncroft” clearly has a new idea for the 

product Starcraft II that have never been incorporated in Blizzards business model 

before, and he has a clear goal of what his innovation is striving for (Arnould et al., 

2005: 712). What we initially can see from this post is that the Starcraft II forum and 

the community becomes the meeting ground for consumers to express their ideas of 

innovation. Furthermore, by proposing an innovation for Blizzard in the community 

enables it to be seen and discussed in a collaborative environment with open-user 

innovation (von Hippel & Baldwin 2009). What is really interesting with the opening 

post in this thread is that it is not about changing the ability of a specific unit in the 

game. It’s rather an innovation that, according to “Doncroft” and “Sovereign”, would 

benefit Blizzards business model and get more people to play the game. Although this 

type of innovation suggestions seem great since the community show great passion 

for growing the game Starcraft II, it can not be classified as open-innovation because 

Blizzard have not opened up this particular innovation process (Chesbrough, 2012). 

The idea is purely generated by the community, and more specifically the member 

“Doncroft”. At the same time, “Doncroft” posting this suggestion in the Blizzard 

brand community forum can be an indicator that the forums are a place for the 

community members to share their innovative ideas with fellow members and 

Blizzard, because users of the product are considered to be an important source of 

innovation (von Hippel 2005). We can further see that the idea posted by “Doncroft” 

receives a lot of positive feedback from the community who agree with his/hers 

innovative solution to make Wings of Liberty free to play, which strengthen and 

correlates with the theoretical notion that brand communities can be an important 

source for innovation (von Hippel, 2005). As a first conclusion to this thread we can 

see that innovate ideas are present in the Starcraft II forum and is discussed among 

members. Further, we can see that there is interaction between the members after the 
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posting by “Doncroft” which indicates that the members want to socialize and interact 

with each other while they state that they support the innovation.  

Post by “MoonRise” – No reason why it shouldn't be free. Blizzard can only win from this. People 

that enjoy the ladder will get motivated to buy HOTS and most casuals will want to get the campaign. 

Good idea +1. (Blizzard, 2014y)  

Post by “Pattycakes” – 10/10 would read again (ibid) 

Post by “Ciaus” – I can't see this hurting their sales, it IS a massive thing to have free without 

micro-transactions, but if they time it right (ie: very publicly shortly after LotV) it could be really cool. 

(ibid) 

Post by “Snaaaake” – I definitely support this. Make WoL ladder free to play, invest into some 

heavy advertising, make sure new players can easily find learning materials and hype pro matches to 

watch, and this game will become much more popular. (Blizzard, 2014z)  

Post by “Peasantry” – The only reason I am not convinced is because other than the campaign at 

this point, you're saying the rest of the game should be free. What's the point? I don't mean "what's the 

point of making it free", i get that. My issue comes from the fact that we spent money on this game. SC 

and BW aren't even free to play and now you want to just pretty much hand over the $50 game just 

because some time has gone by? I would like your idea more if we just cut to the chase and instead of 

asking for f2p 1v1 ladder, just give the entire game away for free digitally. The population of people 

that would play the game JUST to play the campaign is so low its almost non-existent so why even 

beat around the bush? I say if you're going to fight for another "Free" aspect to a game with only a few 

(like two) purchasable differences at this point, cut out the middle-man nonsense and just make the 

entire game free. (ibid) 

Post by “Ball” – Even though I posted in support of this idea awhile ago, I have the reflexive urge 

to oppose it now.-1, it'd be bad for the community or some crap. Because we have such a good 

community now LOL. (ibid) 

Further in the thread we see even more community members (“MoonRise”, 

“Pattycakes” and “Ciaus”) that agree with the proposed innovation made by 

“Doncroft”. In contrary to the threads that in this thesis are analyzed regarding co-

creation within the Starcraft II community, the members tend not to give their own 

tweaks and arguments on how to improve the proposition made by “Doncroft”. 

Instead they agree, and elaborate why they agree, which gives Blizzard more 

information when using the community as a source of innovation (von Hippel, 2005). 

Although the idea is overall greeted positively, some members don’t agree on it. 
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“Peasantry” draws the conclusion that it would be unfair to release the game for free 

when there are a lot of people who have actually paid for the product. The difference 

between going from a paid product to essentially giving it away for free is seen by 

“Peasantry” as a discontinuous innovation as it entails “major changes in behavior in 

an area of importance to the individual or group” (Arnould et al., 2005: 715), and 

clearly changing from paid to free changes the behavior of consumers in regards to 

the product Starcraft II. From the post by “Peasantry” we can draw take away that this 

radical innovation would be for the negative, since he/she doesn’t agree with it, in 

regards to his/hers view on the product Starcraft II, and then essentially the brand 

Blizzard. Likewise with the post from “Ball” who believes that giving the product 

away for free will hurt the community, which we believe is because then “non-

dedicated” (since they didn’t have to give up monetary assets to be a part of the 

community) members can join the community. The post by “Ball” gives us a clear 

indication that he wants to protect the community and feels a sense of moral 

responsibility towards exciting members by not letting undedicated members in, 

which would strengthens the notion of consciousness of kind (Muniz & O’Guinn, 

2001; Kozinets et al. 2010).   

Post by “Doncroft” – I want everyone to know that I'm weighing all feedback, positive and 

negative. However, when a thread gets highly rated this fast, it's usually a good sign. My ideas that 

create a more even split can go past 10 and never get highly rated, like the one on Time Warp, for 

instance. If popularity in the idea continues, I'm thinking of making a serious push to see if Blizzard 

will consider patching the Starter Edition again. (Blizzard, 2014aa)  

Post by “BlueLine” – Would be great if they tried it out. I would love to see the blizzard 

population grow. (ibid) 

Outside-in open innovation has in the literature review and in previous research 

proven to be a strong contributor to brand value, since the practice involves all 

stakeholders of the company – including the company itself (Chesbrough, 2012; Von 

Hippel & Baldwin, 2009; Von Hippel, 2005). So far, this thread have not been visibly 

touched by Blizzard, but “Doncroft” takes the matter in his/hers own hands by stating 

that if the popularity of his innovative idea continues to increase he will push it to 

Blizzard. With regards to our literature review this means two things – Blizzard is not 

transparent in this particular innovation process that is taking place in their own firm-

hosted online brand community, which should affect the brand value negatively. On 
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the other hand this post, and the whole thread, shows that the community have a 

strong passion not only for one another but also for the product Starcraft II and the 

brand Blizzard since they are essentially discussing how Blizzard can change their 

business model for the better.  

To sum up the thread “WoL Ladder should be F2P”, we see results that indicate that 

open innovation is somehow incorporated, but it is not used to it full extent since 

Blizzard is not engaging in the innovation process. There are a total of 240 posts 

(Blizzard, 2014ab) in this thread and none of them have been posted by a Blizzard 

employee, making the process centered only to the community. We can conclude that 

there is a great opportunity for Blizzard to incorporate outside-in open innovation, 

since they can take away a lot of innovative ideas from the community, but the lack of 

dialogue and transparency, and also the fact that the innovation process is not initiated 

by Blizzard hinders them from reaching the full potential of open innovation 

(Chesbrough, 2012; Von Hippel & Baldwin, 2009; Von Hippel, 2005). This also 

means that the consumers have no way of seeing the benefit of discussing innovative 

ideas since the dialogue and transparency is non-existing, which is something that in 

the long term is dangerous to the community since members don’t see the actual 

benefit coming out of their discussions. Hence, the strength of the community will 

decrease. We can also see evidence that the community members that perceive the 

suggested innovation by “Doncroft” as requiring major change in behavior have a 

more negative attitude towards it (Arould et al., 2005: 715). 

 

5.4	  Co-‐creation 

 

As stated in our literature review one of the differences between co-creation and 

innovation is that co-creation is about a problem solving process with a goal that is 

not clearly marked (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Further, in the data on co-

creation it has been important to identify motivational factors for community 

member’s engagement in co-creation processes, discussions and interactions. From 

our literature review we found it most important to look for motivational factors such 

as incentives (situational factors) and motives (individual factors) (Atkinson, 1958). 
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5.4.1	  Data	  analysis	  

 

The first forum thread, number nine in total, we have looked into to find data 

regarding co-creation within the Starcraft II community is named “How about, instead 

of killing map variety” (Blizzard, 2014ac). The posts are presented as they appear in 

the thread and have not been adjusted in any way. The thread creator starts with a post 

that extends the thread topic and other community members starts to engage in the 

discussion: 

Post by “vexorian” – We just nerf blink? (ibid) 

Post by “Instinctz” – and by that you mean not the ability but the research time right? (ibid)  

Post by “Kelthar” – alright, how do you propose to nerf blink without affecting more than just the 

all-in? (ibid) 

Post by “Uzi” – Nonononononono, NO! Do not nerf the ability only because of one matchup.... it 

will completely be ruined in PvP PvZ. Stop being careless. (ibid) 

Post by “Davidkimchi” – longer blink research or higher blink upgrade cost (ibid) 

Post by “ZCBP” – Or maybe just tether the MSC to the nexus so it doesn't go rolling along with the 

stalkers to give sight deep into the Terran base? (ibid) 

Post by “Instinctz” – increase the research time by a decent ammount? done. (ibid) 

First of all, “Blink” is an ability that can be used by a unit called “Stalker” that 

belongs to the race Protoss and we learned in the glossary in section 4.2 that the term 

“nerf” refers to making a unit worse in order to balance the game. Further the Stalker 

doesn’t start with this ability by default, meaning that is has to be researched 

(upgraded) to a certain cost of minerals. What we can see in the beginning of the 

thread is that the thread creator intends to start a thread where he/she feels that the 

ability “Blink” is to strong” and wants feedback from community members on their 

opinions. What is interesting here is that the community members have found a 

problem with the game or something in the game that they feel needs to be altered in 

order to make the product Starcraft II more enjoyable. By the looks of the beginning 
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of the thread we can say that this is the beginning of a co-creation process since it is 

essentially an ongoing problem solving process regarding the ability “Blink” 

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). So far in this thread, the little that can be said about 

motivation is that the members that are discussion is most likely doing it because of 

situational factors (Atkinson, 1958), because they have experienced that the ability 

“Blink” have become to strong at this point of time. The thread further continues: 

Post by “NinjaDuckBob” – Or, before continuing to complain on the Forums, you could 

experiment with the new Mines that other people have been successful with in the midgame which 

make it hard for the Protoss to use a Blink all-in without an Observer (which means Robo) if you have 

any good sense in Mine placement. But "nooooo, I haven't seen pros mess with the meta much so it's 

not viable on ladder!" Suit yourself if that's your argument, but I'll keep getting my wins :-) (Blizzard, 

2014ac) 

Post by “Instinctz” – not really. you can easily see where the widowmines are on the map and stay 

away from them. or just blink out of the projectile. i've seen terrans try again and again to use widow 

mines against blink all in, and it isn't effective at all. the protoss just stays away from it or blinks out of 

it. but hey, go ahead and try to use the same arguement that has been shut down time and again in the 

past 2 weeks. we've seen this one before. (ibid) 

Post by “NinjaDuckBob” – And where exactly did they put the Mines? Of course it's easy to 

Blink away if they put the Mines right at the front door. (ibid) 

First of all, we can see that this is the third post by the community member 

“Instinctz”, which indicated that the blink ability is an important aspect in the game 

for him/her, as a result of situational motivation factors (Atkinson, 1958), and 

therefore increases his/hers participation in the community forums (Hatch & Schultz, 

2010; Mertz & Vargo, 2009; Chesbrough, 2012; von Hippel & Baldwin, 2009).  

Post by “Kelthar” – alright, how do you propose to nerf blink without affecting more than just the 

all-in? (Blizzard, 2014ac) 

Post by “GeminiEclips” - If the all in is when it's most powerful, then nerfing blink itself would 

have less effect when stalkers are less relevant. But I don't think that's really the problem. I also don't 

think nerfing the research would affect that much. Increasing the cost by 50/50 is maybe one less 

stalker in the attack. Increase the time delays it, but you're still going to have to deal with a large 

stalker force on your front door with mother ship core. A large increase to the time wouldn't be very 

good either. The problem is the power of the mothership core. It's cheap with a powerful ability. It 

costs less to make it than an observer and robo. Maybe make time warp require a cheap research on the 
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cyber core? Like 25/25 110 seconds or something. It's a minor hit to economy, and it delays/weakens 

the power of the push without affecting blink at all. MSC sees all, knows all... within 9 range. (ibid) 

Post by “NinjaDuckBob” – And how will it stop Mines that are at the Blink-in positions? If you 

Blink into the base you have to wait 10 seconds to Blink again, meaning you can't Blink away from the 

Mines. Yes, maybe the MSC will see them, but that just means that the Protoss won't Blink in unless he 

has an Observer, which buys you quite a bit of time if nothing else. Now if there are simply too many 

Blink-in positions, then that CAN be fixed with changes in the map pool. And there's a lot more variety 

that can go into maps while still having few positions to easily Blink into the main. (ibid) 

We can now see that the discussion, after “GeminiEclips” entered, have evolved to be 

more specific since he/she starts to give concrete examples in the problem solving 

process between the members. Interesting in the discussion is that “NinjaDuckBob” 

tries to find solutions that don’t affect “Blink” directly, but indirectly with suggestions 

regarding adding new maps that are not as “Blink” friendly. Further we can see that 

more and more consumers starts to get involved and participate in the process and 

wants to raise their voice in regards to co-creating a better balance in the game. 

Accoring to Hatch & Schultz (2010) transparency from the company is an important 

aspect in co-creation, but so far in this thread Blizzard have chosen not to share their 

opinions, which might be a step away from co-creation but it can at the same time be 

about Blizzard wanting to give the community members space to address the problem 

for a longer period of time. This can be linked to Gruner et al. (2014) community 

dimensions that the activity control is moderate. 

Posted by “Instinctz” – okay, but for the next month we still have to deal with abusive blink 

builds. as for what i'd rather have than widowmines? thats simple. funnel the money into more 

mauraders. (Blizzard, 2014ad) 

Posted by “NinjaDuckBob” – Like what you've been doing anyway which apparently hasn't been 

working too well for you? I'm suggesting an alternative to try out on ladder which has been successful 

for me and for other players, regardless of what the pros do (and a pro Blink all-in is much different 

than a Silver Blink all-in). You can try it if you want or you can keep doing what you've been doing. 

(ibid) 

Posted by “Instinctz” – you don't seem to understand. first of all, right now, with the ammount of 

protoss players resorting to blink all ins, oracle rushes, dt rush, 4 gates, immortal sentry all in, the 

ladder just isn't fun right now for terran and zerg. it is downright tedious and annoying. almost every 

game before i stopped laddering was cheese or very early hard as hell to hold (but not hard to execute) 

early aggression. why should terrans have to wait another god damn month before htey can stop 
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worrying about blink stalker abuse? if i was a protoss player right now, i guarantee i would use one of 

3 builds: if i was against terran i would go 2 base, 6 gate, blink stalker. if i was against a zerg i would 

go immortal sentry all in. if i was against a protoss i would go proxy 2 gate. and in all those cases i 

would probably win 5 of 6 matchups. and that is the current state of the ladder right now. my friend 

even agrees with me and he plays protoss. he hates it. the ladder is even more cheese infested now post 

IEM then ever before. its not fun. its downright tedious. lets face it, Blink is too strong on maps where 

it works (even if they reduce the number of maps where it is viable, protoss players can still get a free 

win on those maps). (ibid) 

Post by “Psione – Community Manager” – We’re seeing a lot of posts suggesting that changes 

in the map pool to address game play could end up restricting map variety. We wanted to speak to that 

since we’re actually trying to do exact the opposite. Our map pool is a collective set of maps and when 

we look at the maps in that set we would like to have as much variety as possible. If we see a trend 

forming where a specific strategy is favored on nearly every map, we don’t want to prevent that 

strategy from being used completely, but instead ensure that the map pool is varied enough so that 

players have choices to make in which strategy to use. Map makers shouldn’t feel restricted based on 

any changes we make to the map pool. We just want to ensure that our specific set of maps works well 

as a whole. (ibid) 

Posted by “ZCBP” – I think that it is hard for a map pool of only 7-8 maps to feel very various, no 

matter how hard one tries to give each map unique features. I understand that there has been an effort 

to make the map pool more closely mimic a tournament pool, but I'm not sure that was a step in the 

right direction for the average ladder player, and given some of the posts I've seen regarding maps 

lately, I don't think I'm the only one who feels that way. Maybe consider putting more maps with more 

variety in the pool, and letting people have a wider range of vetoes? Or maybe it would at least be good 

to poll people on how well they would like that? (ibid) 

Posted by “KillerOfGods – Technical support” – I like this idea. Have the ladder pool contain 

maps that are both more casual and some that are for tournaments and more unique. Also give more a 

few more vetos (or opt out for casual/tournie maps and keep the same amount of vetos.) so people can 

properly play the maps that they want. (Blizzard, 2014ae) 

“NinjaDuckBoB” and “Instinctz” keep discussing and now even sharing personal 

experience on how they try to use the tools inside the game in order to cope with the 

unbalance that is experienced. Their discussion seems, at the moment, to have 

stronger effect on the online brand community strength, since they have a common 

goal and are sharing experiences with each other, which according to Muniz & 

O’Guinn (2001) would lead to a stronger brand community. On the other hand 

Blizzard steps into the discussion, but only to enhance the transparency of the 

company and share their thoughts on the matter since the post by “Psione” doesn’t 
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open up for dialogue through asking for feedback from the community (Hatch & 

Schultz, 2010). Although Blizzard, through “Psione”, does confirm that they listen 

and follow the thoughts and opinions of the community and incorporate them in their 

development of the game. Further we can see that both “ZCBP” and “KillerOfGods” 

still see an issue, which they try to solve by giving thoughts on the matter – as a direct 

result of the post by “Psione”. This means that the reply by Blizzard is generating 

additional members that want to engage in a co-creation process in order to make the 

game the best it can be (Ramaswamy, 2009; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). Hence, it indirect 

opens up a dialogue, but only between community members (Hatch & Schultz, 2010). 

Post by “ThatGuy” - Psione is everywhere, I'm loving this new side of blizzard in the forums :) 

Thanks for the updates! (Blizzard, 2014ae) 

In addition to the effects that the post by “Psione” have, the post by “ThatGuy” also 

shows that Blizzard engaging in discussions creates gratitude from the members, and 

therefore should be considered to reduce risk of consumer dissatisfactory 

(Ramaswamy, 2009).  

Post by “WhitePointer” – Here's why you can't nerf blink itself: It's because blink stalkers become 

less and less useful as the game goes on. Basically, once stim and medivacs are out, blink stalkers melt 

and protoss can't engage a terran without some kind of AoE. In fact, statistics of recent tournaments 

show that every blink timing that hit after 9 minutes failed. Every one. If you nerf blink, you're risking 

making blink stalkers almost totally useless apart from being used as base defense to pick off drops or 

as a way to pick off vikings and nothing else. I'm sure Terrans would like that idea, but Protosses 

wouldn't. The fundamental issue here is NOT blink. The fundamental issue is the MSC - specifically 

the high ground vision it provides, combined with offensive time warps. (Blizzard, 2014af) 

Post by “Artisian” – I like the new blue. Still willing to comment on controversial topics, and 

clarify it later when everyone misunderstand. Hope he stays that way. It helps me move on with my life 

at least. (ibid) 

Post by “WoodLeague” as a reply to “Psione” (see post above) – This is an absolutely 

terrible justification. You're basically saying it's okay for a certain strategy to be brokenly 

overpowered, so long as its only brokenly overpowered on some maps. Fun fact: It's still broken. And 

Protoss lategame still isn't being touched on at all. Blink is far from the only problem with the 

matchup. (ibid) 
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Post by “KoModoStOrM” as a reply to “Psione” (see post above) – Sorry but I am not 

impressed. Blizzard will do anything to avoid the embarrassment of admitting a mistake. This is why 

they waited til an expansion to fix Broodlord Winfestor. (Blizzard, 2014ag) 

In the above posts we can see that “WhitePointer” is keeping up the discussion by 

providing additional thoughts to the problem with “Blink”, but from another angle. 

He points out that there are other changes that can be made to the game that would 

affect the usage of the “Blink” ability that would overall be better for game balance. 

In other word, the co-creation process continues, more consumers and more ideas are 

put into the argumentation, which according to Ramaswamy (2009) creates more 

value to the game and ultimately Blizzard.  

Interestingly, although we saw a couple of positive response as a result of the 

Community Manager “Psione”, including the post by “Artisian” (where “the new 

blue” is referred to “Psione”), community members like “WoodLeague” and  

“KoModoStOrM” have another view about what “Psione” had to say on behalf of 

Blizzard. From their negative thoughts we can see that the post by “Psione” is still 

generating and contributing to the community co-creation discussion and that the 

community members are motivated to engage with Blizzard. The passion of the 

community members to twist and tweak to keep the discussion going should be 

considered as an indication of a sense of attachment to the Blizzard brand, since the 

put in a lot of time and effort to engage in the problem solving processes, which is a 

result of a sense of we-ness, consciousness of kind and shared rituals found in the 

analysis section of the strength of firm-hosted online brand community (Ramaswamy, 

2009; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

To sum up the thread “How about, instead of killing map variety”, we can see that 

members willingness to engage in co-creation processes is quite high and that 

concrete ideas and examples are given in order to solve a problem that is experienced 

by numerous community members (Ramaswamy, 2009; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). The 

motivation is most likely steamed from situational factors since the co-creation 

process started because of a significant change in the game-play. Blizzard does 

engage in the co-creation process, but not to the full extent of discussing the issue 

with the community members, which have led to some frustration in the community. 

But positive voices have also been raised, which indicate that the community really 
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appreciate the transparency given by Blizzard, even though we can see that the post 

from Blizzard lack a dialogue opening message (Hatch & Schultz, 2010) 

The next thread we have chosen to analyze, and the tenth thread in total, in regard to 

co-creation within the Starcraft II community is called “Thoughts on Swarm Host – 

May 6” (Blizzard, 2014ah) and is created by “Dayvie” who is a developer at Blizzard. 

The thread is concerning a unit called Swarm Host, which belong to the race Zerg. 

Post by “Dayvie – Developer” – We wanted to share our thoughts and start a discussion about 

the Swarm Host because, like many of you, we were watching along on Saturday during Lone Star 

Clash 3 where there was an abnormally long ZvZ stalemate game. The potential for such with Swarm 

Hosts has been a consistent topic of conversation, and I assure you we’ve heard what you had to say 

about it. We don’t feel this type of play is healthy for the game or exciting for spectators. Over the last 

few months, we’ve been internally playtesting a variety of design changes to the Swarm Host. We’ve 

come to believe that, in the long term, a change to overall Swarm Host design could be a good thing, 

but in the short term, we’d prefer to not disrupt the interesting non-stalemate Swarm Host play we 

currently see. Therefore, we don’t believe in removing the unit or completely redesigning it at this 

time. Drastic changes to the way the Swarm Host currently works could affect the game negatively, as 

the unit plays a key role in various matchups. We’ve also regularly seen feedback from players who 

want fewer balance changes and more time for strategies to adapt to playstyles like this one. We 

definitely respect that opinion, but with issues like this, we do more than just listen. Here are the main 

thoughts we’re working from: 

1. Of course, we don't want there to ever be 1+ hour long games that are nothing except Locusts vs. 

Locusts.  

2. We’ve only seen this a handful of times at the highest level of play. 

3. As we look down the ladder, we don’t see a significant percentage of games that last more than 25 

minutes, especially in the leagues below Master. 

4. This playstyle is clearly not a requirement in ZvZ, and that raises questions: 

1. How much do we risk negatively impacting Zerg styles and strategies (that are also fun and 

entertaining to watch)? 

2. Are we seeing any shift (even a very slow shift) in how players answer this playstyle? 

3. How do potential changes to the unit play out? 

5. Because ZvZ is a mirror matchup, it doesn’t impact balance. That means we can target any changes 

we might make the way we did with the Spore Crawler vs. Mutalisks.At this point, we’re taking public 

our discussion about finding the best adjustments that address the issue without affecting the ZvP and 

ZvT matchups in negative ways. We’re thinking along these lines: 
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- Revert spore buff and buff hydralisk anti-air vs. biological units only. 

o With this, even if Broodlords are Abducted by Vipers, they would still be great against base 

Defenses.  

o The Mutalisk strength in ZvZ could possibly be countered a bit better by Hydralisks. 

o The effect on ZvZ would be acceptable, and the potential effects on ZvP and ZvT are minor. 

- Change the Viper’s Abduct ability to make massive units immune to it. 

o By making Brood Lords immune to Abduct, we’d solve the stalemate. Late game ZvZ would be 

mostly about who wins in the air. 

o There are downsides -- Abduct is a really cool ability, and it is something Zerg needs vs. Colossi in 

PvZ. 

o To address that, we’d consider a potential buff to Blinding Cloud so that Vipers would still be a 

valuable utility unit in the ZvP matchup. 

As always, please remember that what we’re doing here is talking -- not yet playing publicly on a 

balance test map. We’d really love to hear and evaluate your thoughts on these and other changes 

before taking further steps. Please try to keep in mind that Swarm Hosts are needed in other places in 

the game (such as vs. Mech), so we don’t have an option to just remove the unit. Thank you very much, 

and we’re be looking forward to your feedback. (ibid) 

According to Ramaswamy (2009) co-creation with consumers can enable: reduced 

risk of product failure and misalignment with the market through qualitative 

knowledge and insight, reduced risk of consumer dissatisfaction, get direct input on 

consumer preferences and build deeper relationships with consumers. At the same 

time Hatch & Schultz (2010) found that transparency, access and dialogue are three 

important components to facilitate co-creation. The post by “Dayvie” clearly 

incorporates these three components. To begin with, Blizzard through “Dayvie”, does 

give the members of the community access to information of what is going on in the 

development department at Blizzard for the game Starcraft II. Access then allows for 

transparency, since “Dayvie” gives specific details of how discussions at Blizzard are 

going and what thoughts and ideas from the community that they have taken into 

consideration. In the last section of the post “Dayvie” does encourage the community 

to dialogue, to speak up and share their ideas with other community members and also 

Blizzard in order to make sure that the right changes are being implemented into the 

balance test map. This illustrates evidence that Blizzard wants to use the knowledge 
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of the community in their product development process (Hatch & Schultz, 2010). By 

being transparent and sharing their knowledge with their community, Blizzard are 

using the concept of open-innovation in their co-creation processes, which according 

to the literature is considered to be a brand value enhancer (Chesbrough, 2012). 

Further, by only analyzing this single post we cannot see if it will enable 

Ramaswamy’s (2009) enablers for a company, but it is possible to see that it is aimed 

to satisfy them. Asking the community for insight, thoughts and feedback from the 

ideas that have come up in the development team would be a step in the right 

direction to reduce the risk of product failure and misalignment with the market. The 

same goes for reducing risk of consumer dissatisfaction, since the community 

members are customers of Blizzard and by asking them for input on how to improve 

the game would reduce the risk of consumer dissatisfaction. Further, by encouraging 

the community to discuss, Blizzard can observe and get direct input on consumer 

preferences and also if Blizzard wants they can engage in further discussions on the 

topic in order to build deeper relationship with their community, which is essentially 

made up by their customers.   

Post by “ViRuS” – A few things. I appreciate Blizzard commenting on this. I do NOT appreciate 

how long it takes Blizzard to comment on concerns the community discusses for months before 

anything is said.  

With regards to the swarmhost: It is one of those things that look good and Zergy on paper but in 

use, as Stephano has clearly shown us, (by the way you guys should personally thank Stephano) 

problems arise. I would argue that it does more bad than good as a whole for SC2. Protoss and Terran 

players don't like it not because it is OP but it forces the other player to either kill the Zerg immediately 

or prepare for an extremely long and enjoyable game. Clearly Blizzard was trying to do something with 

the swarmhost. It makes Zerg feel very swarmy. But there are other ways to do this instead of having a 

unit that is energy based and pumps out an infinite amount of locusts. For an example, you could get 

creative and experiments with new interesting upgrades at hive tech like having 3 zerglings pop out of 

a cocoon instead of 2. That would be plenty Zerg swarmy. I have endless ideas... 

With regards to the Viper: Please do not touch this unit! Zerg has a hard time dealing with force 

fields and colossus and if the viper could all of a sudden no longer abduct a large unit (it takes a lot of 

skill and micro to do so) then it just puts Zerg in between a rock and a hard place. Or more a force field 

and a hard place. The Lurker fulfilled a nice niche role in BW. Why not bring that back? (Blizzard, 

2014ai)  
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Post by “SuchDoge” – I think the balance-team should finally address the Swarmhost itself. This 

"update" is more or less the same as the previous ones. "The Swarmhost are a problem, but we don't 

want to change them." I also don't like how this post is only about ZvZ. I think everyone remembers 

Reality vs. Soulkey etc. You said the Swarm Hosts are the problem. So please fix the problem, instead 

of going around it. (ibid) 

Post by “ANLProbeR” – Blizzard, these constant band-aids are NOT good for the game and will 

just provide other/more problems in the future. Just focus on the core problem and redesign the SH. 

The Hydra and Spore crawler change is good if you aren't willing to slightly nerf the Mutalisk or buff 

Zergs AA. (ibid) 

What was applicable from the theory on the opening post by “Dayvie” does actually 

prove to play an important role for the next posters in this thread. The three 

community members “ViRuS”, “SuchDoge” and “ANLProbeR” does all engage in 

the discussion regarding the Swarm Host, and they also start to address the problem 

and the solutions that have been suggested by Blizzard. As seen above, all of them are 

not very fond of the ideas and suggestions presented by “Dayvie”, rather they discard 

them quite heavily. They even put critique on Blizzard saying that they are only band-

aiding the game with minor changes instead of focusing on main issues. As a direct 

result of this, we can draw the conclusion that the decision by Blizzard to incorporate 

the community in developing changes and problem solving process around the Swarm 

Host have reduced the risk of consumer dissatisfaction, reduced the risk of product 

failure and Blizzard also got direct input regarding consumer preferences 

(Ramaswamy, 2009). Further “ViRuS” giving his/hers appreciation to Blizzard for 

commenting on the current issue gives an indication that Blizzard and “Dayvie” have 

succeeded with opening up for a dialogue, but at the same time “ViRuS” complains 

about this taking far to long, which is a result of Blizzard not being transparent and 

giving access as often as the community would like (Hatch & Schultz, 2010). Also, 

we can clearly see that the post by “Dayvie” triggered these replies, meaning that the 

posters motivation for co-creating in this thread is because of situational factors 

(Atkinson, 1958; Füller & Matzler, 2007).  

Post by “Snake” – Im really curious about who is part of the team... and how much experience they 

have playing AND watching the game at a high level, on a DAILY basis. Im not talking about 

watching GSL finals and playing 10 games a week at low masters level.. Theres David Kim, who used 

to play at a pretty decent level, i dont know how much he still plays or watch tho.. Then who else is 

part of the team? What kind of Starcraft experience do they have???.... Some of these changes will 
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create even bigger problems than before....... Seriously. reverting spore buff brings us back to the muta 

days. Hydras are what you need to defend early mutas now? Well guess what, if you go hydras early to 

defend mutas and be a threat to the muta plays so he cant macro freely, you expose yourself to speed 

bane/muta/ling timings... Wich means most ppl would play mutas again... So you didnt like muta vs 

muta everygame, but your sending us straight back into it. The abduct nerf...means if you go roach 

hydra against protoss and they managed to get 170 supply with colosus and you didnt trade decently 

yet, you are dead. Wich means everyone will go swarm host in ZvP, everygame. Only now, since you 

cant abduct massive units, protoss deathball will completly dominate swarmhost play. Literally, you 

completly break ZVP with that one change and make it unwinnable, wtf? Then in TVZ, raven+ bcs 

become unkillable, literally. Its already pretty much unbeatable, even with the ability to abduct the 

BCs.. You break all three matchups with your changes.... I think its about time you guys recruit some 

real Starcraft minds in your team, like really... (Blizzard, 2014ai) 

Further “Snake” joins the discussion by first criticizing the whole development team 

at Blizzard. We draw the conclusion that “Snake” have been unhappy with previous 

suggestions, and this suggestion, made by Blizzard, which triggers the massive 

criticism. At the same time, “Snake” gives a detailed picture of what he/she believe 

these outlines changes would do to the game, which should be regarded as 

engagement in the problem solving and co-creation process (Ramaswamy, 2009). 

Also, the post by “Snake” indicates that he really cares about the quality of the game, 

since he suggests that Blizzard should recruit new staff in their development team in 

order to cope better with the thoughts of the community. This leads to him/her joining 

in the co-creation and problem solving process and is a step towards co-creating brand 

value for Blizzard (ibid; Mertz & Vargo, 2009).  

To sum up the thread “Thoughts on Swarm Host – May 6” we can see that, as with 

the thread “How about, instead of killing map variety”, members show great 

willingness to participate in co-creation processes. In contrary to the thread “How 

about, instead of killing map variety”, Blizzard starts this thread and opens up for 

dialogue, gives access to information and increases transparency by letting the 

community know what thoughts Blizzard has (Hatch & Schultz, 2010). We can also 

see that by opening up the discussion Blizzard does enable at least three of the four 

possible outcomes developed by Ramaswamy (2009). The ones that we can find in 

this thread are reduced risk of product failure and misalignment with the market 

through superior knowledge, reduced risk of consumer dissatisfaction and direct input 

from customers. The forth outcome, build deeper relationships with customers, can’t 

really be confirmed, but since a lot of community members engage in the co-creation 
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process in this thread we can assume that these members have a strong relationship 

with the brand Blizzard and through the dialogue their relationship grows even 

stronger (Ramaswamy, 2009). Further we can see that Blizzard really values the input 

they get from their customers, not just by saying so in the last sentence of the post by 

“Dayvie”, but also from the response they get from the community on their thoughts. 

Obviously if they didn’t put up a dialogue with the community about these thoughts 

they products quality would definitely be assumed to be lowered due to all negative 

comments. What we see is a customer value-creating process, since Blizzard provide 

information and knowledge, and a relationship experience since Blizzard put up a 

value proposition for the community (Norrman, 2001; Payne et al., 2008). However, 

the transparency and dialogue stops after the initial post by “Dayvie”, which gives 

indications that Blizzard does not follow up on their dialogues. At least that is was it 

looks like to the community.  
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6.	  Findings	  

 

From the ten threads analyzed, we have found plenty of valuable information using 

our netnographic approach (Kozinets, 2006; Kozinets, 2010). This chapter is formed 

to show what we have learned from our findings when having them combined. As one 

can see, not every thread has told us the same story. We have therefore combined the 

different areas in order to present the findings in the most comprehensive way as 

possible. 

 

6.1	  Stakeholder	  focus	  

 

The initial important finding from our analysis is the fact that we now know that 

Blizzard is using a stakeholder focus. From both thread 1, 2, 4 and 10 the findings 

points to the fact that Blizzard value contributions and ideas from regular members, 

managers and other stakeholders connected to them (Mertz & Vargo, 2009). Blizzard 

provides the members with the tools to learn more about the game and become better 

players. Efforts like this will make suggestions, innovations and co-creations from 

members more valuable for Blizzard and move the stakeholder-focus forward. Hence, 

making the community more of a contributing part of Blizzard. And we can see in the 

analysis, especially in thread 9 and 10, that co-creation is a reoccurring theme in the 

Starcraft II community, much due to the fact that Blizzard have managed to create a 

good and open environment for members to communicate in the community when 

they have incorporated a stakeholder focus. We can see clear evidence that this 

stakeholder focus gives Blizzard advantages concerning reduced risk of product 

failure and misalignment with the market through superior knowledge, reduced risk of 

consumer dissatisfaction and direct input from customers (Ramaswamy, 2009). A 

very clear example of this is presented in thread 10, where Blizzard share their 

thoughts on the Swarm Host which becomes heavily discarded by the community 

members. This means that, instead of launching a change without asking the 

community, Blizzard can now work from the response and suggestions they got from 
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the community and make the change suitable to their stakeholders. Further, the 

community shows great appreciation for being able to affect the decisions and when 

they are being incorporated in co-creation processes with Blizzard, which should be 

regarded as a direct consequence from the stakeholder focus (ibid).  

 

6.2	  Community	  structure	  &	  Co-‐creation	  

 

Another aspect we have analyzed within our analysis is how the Starcraft II 

community can be characterized with the community dimensions from Gruner et al. 

(2014). According to Gruner et al. (2014) a community can either be in the category 

of an Open OBC, a Discerning OBC or a Restricted OBC (Gruner et al 2014). Within 

each of these three categories there are two administrative dimensions (Community 

access, Activity control) and two social community dimensions (Host integration, 

Member engagement) (ibid). With the findings from our analysis we can now draw 

conclusions on what category the Starcraft II community belongs to. 

Starting with the two administrative dimensions, we can conclude that Blizzards 

community access is between moderate and high. Also the activity control is between 

moderate and high. Community access refers to the extent to which the host firm 

regulates, in terms of membership requirements and numbers of participants in a 

community (Gruner et al, 2014). In the Starcraft II community a member needs to 

sign in (using username and password), and actually buy the product Starcraft II 

before they can participate in community forums with postings. Further, members 

need to follow plenty of rules and regulations (Thread 3: Code of conduct and Thread 

2: Does and don’ts) if they want to stay a member. A member will be banned from the 

forums if they disobey these rules, but they won’t get banned from the entire 

community. We therefore conclude that Blizzards community access should not be 

regarded as merely high but somewhere in between moderate and high.  

In the ten threads analyzed above we have found proof of that the Starcraft II 

community has activity control that is between moderate and high. If you as a 

member do not follow the “code of conduct” and “does & don’ts” regulations you 

will be banned from the forums. But again we can see that Blizzard is not using these 
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rules and regulations to its maximal potential. They do not ban members from the 

entire community, but only from the forums. And from our analysis we can actually 

see several examples of inappropriate posts in the forums where members have not 

been banned (see post by “TonyMontana” in thread four). 

Moving on with the social community dimensions, we have found that Blizzards Host 

integration is moderate. Host integration refers to “the extent to which host firms 

respond to member communications and take an active role in community activities” 

(ibid: 33). From both thread one, four, six and seven we have found clear evidence of 

that Blizzard uses moderate host integration in the community. For example, in thread 

number four Blizzard take an active role and really integrates with the members, 

trying to educate them in how the ladder-system works. In the other threads we only 

see Blizzard occasionally, and usually Blizzards engagement is not a dialogue nor is it 

transparent. 

The last of Gruner et al. (2014) community dimensions is Member engagement. It 

captures the frequency with which community members participate in community 

activities and to what extent the members form bonds with each other (for example 

friendship) and the level of involvement in community interaction (Gruner et al., 

2014). From the threads that we have analyzed it is very clear to us that there is high 

member engagement in the Starcraft II community. Members frequently engage in 

long discussions with each other and there tend to be more than just two members 

discussing a specific topic. Almost every thread analyzed gives us clear indication 

that the members of the community are very caring about the community, the product 

Starcraft II, and also Blizzard as a brand. A post by “DarkDeceit” from the first thread 

is a great example of this - I love this. I just started using the forums today (getting sick of just 

lurking reddit). I'm a really bad player and I'm super excited to see so many guides and helpful things. 

Just got to study one thing at a time. (Blizzard, 2014j) 

We can conclude that the Starcraft II community is in the category of a Discerning 

OBC. Of the three categories by Gruner et al (2014) this is the one most suitable. Host 

integration and member engagement should be high in a Discerning OBC (Gruner et 

al., 2014), we have found moderate host integration but we still think that classifying 

the community as a Discerning OBC is valid. Community access and activity control 

should further be regarded as moderate in a Discerning OBC (ibid). This do not 
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validate us saying that the Starcraft II community is a 100 % Discerning OBC. 

Despite this, the facts are strong enough in our threads to categorize the community as 

a Discerning OBC.  

The fact that we have found that the Starcraft II forum and community should be 

regarded as a Discerning OBC is further strengthened when looking at the co-creation 

within the community mostly because of the facts that the member engagement is 

high. In our analysis we have found that co-creation and problem solving is occurring 

to a certain extent, which we believe is a direct result of high member engagement 

and that the activity control is moderate, meaning that Blizzard gives the community 

space to develop and tweak their suggestions for the game without interrupting them. 

The structure of the community being considered as a Discerning OBC also plays an 

important part for the community member’s willingness to co-create. The fact that 

Blizzard starts threads (see thread 10), gives us the indication that there is moderate 

host integration, which in turn creates an extensive co-creation process within the 

community, but it is only made up by postings from community members after 

Blizzards initiation. From this we draw the conclusion that moderate host integration 

can have a positive effect on getting co-creation up and running, as long as it is 

formulated as a dialogue opener where the members are asked to engage and share 

their thoughts on the matter (Ramaswamy, 2009). We have found clear results that 

Blizzard is not being transparent enough with their community on what they are 

currently developing – this only happened occasionally, like in thread ten. This also 

affects the amount of dialogues taken and encouraged by Blizzard. Several 

community members express their dissatisfaction with the low level of dialogue held 

by Blizzard.  

 

6.3	  Community	  categorization	  

 

Other important findings from the analyzed threads have made us able to categorize 

the Starcraft II community according to the three forms of community affiliations by 

Fournier & Lee (2009). Using these three affiliations will show us if the community is 

considered strong or not. Both thread two and five gives us clear evidence that the 
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Starcraft II community can be characterized as a pool. A post by community member 

“Prome” gives a clear example of that members have strong associations with a 

shared activity or goal in the community - You guys have actually been kicking !@# at 

communicating with us lately. A lot of people have unreal expectations or don't understand the process 

that these kinds of changes have to go through. It takes a long time or extraordinary evidence to even 

begin considering a balance change, let alone the time to create a solution, test, and implement it. 

People complain too much (Blizzard, 2014p). “Prome” is here showing his passion for the 

game and its development. Many posters like “Prome” share a common goal of 

wanting the game to prosper, they just show it with postings in different ways.  

But as we have come to realize, not only can the Starcraft II community be 

characterized as a pool but a web as well. In both thread six and seven we have found 

evidence of members not only exchanging knowledge about the game with each other 

but also creating social bonds. Members that joke with each other in the forums is a 

great example of this attitude, a post from thread seven by “TheSkunk - MVP 

Starcraft” and a reply by “Psione Community Manager” exemplifies - “TheSkunk - MVP 

Starcraft” - Which of your co-workers has the best beard? Reply by “Psione Community Manager” - 

Kaivax! (Blizzard, 2014w) 

It should be noted that we have not seen any indication of the community being a hub, 

which is the third affiliation possible. We can therefore not say that the Starcraft II 

brand community strategy is strong and effective. According to Fournier & Lee 

Blizzard is on the right track but not yet there (Fournier & Lee, 2009).   

Further our combined findings from the ten threads analyzed, in regards to the 

strength of the firm-hosted online brand community, tells us how the Starcraft II 

community can be characterized with Muniz & O’Guinn’s three components to a 

brand community. Clearly, the community has consciousness of kind, which is the 

connection that members of the brand community feel towards each other, a sense of 

“we-ness”. In almost every thread the members talk to each other with a shared 

passion for the game.  

But do the community have shared rituals and traditions and a sense of moral 

responsibility? From thread two (Guidelines To Forums, does and don’ts) and thread 

three (Code Of Conduct) we see that Blizzard have put up certain rules and 

regulations that they want their members to follow. These guidelines works as shared 
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rituals and traditions and will provoke a sense of moral responsibility. Our analysis 

tells us that members usually tend to follow these rules and regulations, with a few 

exceptions.  In thread six, “Community Project: Compliments & Appreciation” we 

see a great example where regular members give each other and Blizzard-people 

positive feedback, enhancing all three components of strong a brand community. 

Further, we see members using community specific language using abbreviations, 

which strengthens the fact that there are shared rituals and traditions in the 

community. This leads us to the conclusion that Blizzard and its members want all 

three components of a brand community to be better than it already is.  

	  

6.4	  Active	  participation	  

 

From Madupu & Cooley (2010) we have learned that the most important aspect of 

any online brand community is the active participation of its members. Since 

members here don’t meet face-to-face they require more active participation (Madupu 

& Cooley, 2010). Our combined findings from the ten threads analyzed can tell us 

that the Starcraft II community definitely has a high level active participation. The 

high frequency of old and new posters posting likes/dislikes gives us clear evidence of 

this. From the fourth thread we have also learned that the motivation to actively 

participate in general social discussions include: to learn more about the game and its 

features, to get “tips and tricks” and to share ideas and suggestions on how to make 

the game better for everyone. The active participation is, as stated above, an important 

factor for a brand community to be regarded as strong. It is also a crucial part of co-

creation processes, since participation essentially drives the co-creation processes 

forward. We can see in the threads analyzed in regards to co-creation that there is a 

high degree of participation and that members continuously come back to the same 

thread for socializing or co-creation purposes. There is a “core-group” of members 

within the community that contributes with an extremely high degree of participation, 

but overall our analysis shows results that the participation in the Starcraft II 

community is to be considered as high.  Further, the threads in the community that we 

have analyzed have shown us that the motivational factor for engaging in the co-

creation processes is in the majority of the cases situational. In other words, 
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community members engage in co-creation discussions and processes when they have 

encountered a situation in the game that they feel need to be adjusted. This is 

something that we have found in the majority of the threads that we have analyzed for 

this research.  

From the data analysis we have also come to the conclusion that; eWOM do not only 

enable people to share knowledge and have fruitful discussions with each other, but it 

also works as a social platform where members create social bonds. Hence, it is worth 

stating again that the Starcraft II community both works as a pool and a web. Pitta & 

Fowler (2005) argues for the importance of trust in the online environment and that it 

can be established over time, through conversation and validity of information 

provided (Pitta & Fowler, 2005). Because trust and active participation is such an 

important factor in the online environment, a community where both knowledge 

sharing and social bonds are formed is a much stronger community than one where 

simply knowledge is shared. From our sixth thread we can confirm that trust between 

regular members of the community and the Blizzard team is being enhanced over 

time. We have not found any other direct evidence from the other threads that support 

the notion that there is trust between the members of the community.   

 

6.5	  Lack	  of	  innovation	  

 

In terms of innovation, which we have made clear earlier is hard to distinguish from 

co-creation, we have only been able to find one thread that actually touch upon the 

subject. Namely thread eight. In thread eight the members show interest in creating a 

new business model for Blizzard regarding Starcraft II. Hence they are innovating on 

Blizzards behalf. However, in the remaining nine threads we have not been able to 

find any evidence that the community forums and firm-hosted online brand 

community is to be considered to be a major source of innovation and that open 

innovation is not a part of Blizzards online community strategy. Co-creation is rather 

the reoccurring theme throughout the ten threads that have been analyzed, where the 

community comes together in problem solving processes in order to tweak existing 

features of the product to their liking.  
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6.5	  Results	  

 

We have in or analysis found that the firm-hosted online brand community as a whole 

is strong. The community is strong because we have found evidence that support the 

three components that characterize a strong community according to Muniz & 

O’Guinn (2001). We have found clear evidence that the community members display 

consciousness of kind since they show a behavior that support the notion that they 

feel different from other people that are not in the Starcraft II community. We have 

also found strong evidence for shared rituals where they members show a collective 

culture when interacting with each other within the forums. Further, the sense of 

moral responsibility is greatly shown through a passion for the game and a will to 

engage in co-creation in order to make the game better. We can also see that the 

community has shown a collective strength by coming together in times of threats to 

the community and the product that they are passionate about. This is shown in thread 

8, where the members try to innovation on Blizzards business model to get more 

players to play the game and to be part of the Starcraft II community. The fact that we 

also found evidence for the community to be regarded as both a pool and a web 

further strengthens the result that the community is strong. 

The active participation of the community members is a great contributor to the 

strength of the firm-hosted online brand community. We found in our literature 

review that active participation is extremely important for an online community to 

achieve its full potential, and from the findings of our analysis we can definitely say 

that this is true. The active participation from the community members enable 

frequent, interesting and developing conversations and interactions that not only give 

strength to the community, but also play a key role in creating a co-creation friendly 

community environment. In our analysis we have also found evidence that the reason 

most of the community members participate in conversations is co-creation, a strong 

passions and association with the game Starcraft II, and to get tips and tricks from 

each other. This is due to the fact that, even though there are pure social interactions, 

there is in the majority of the cases an underlying discussion regarding a co-creation 

process.  
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Co-creation is occurring within the community. Our analysis show that the 

community structure being a Discerned OBC, have great impact on the possibility for 

the members to effectively engage in co-creation. This is mainly due to the fact that 

the community members have to make a sacrifice (buy Starcraft II) in order to be 

accepted to the community and forums, meaning that they have a greater incentive in 

engaging in co-creation processes, and also a stronger connection and passion for the 

product. The moderate host integration also gives the community members the 

freedom to elaborate more freely in their co-creation processes, which result in ideas 

and suggestions that are more developed and well thought out. Although we see clear 

evidence that the moderate host integration is working positive in regards to co-

creation within the community, we have also found evidence that a lot of community 

members would like more integration and dialogue from Blizzard. This means that the 

transparency and dialogue from Blizzard should overall be considered as low.  

Further, our analysis show that they community members show great passion for the 

development of the game, since they have countless suggestions on how to solve 

problems that are present at that specific point of time. The motivational factor for 

engaging in co-creation within the community is in the majority of the cases 

situational, and is made up by knowledge- and idea sharing. The community members 

engage in co-creation processes when they experience a situation within the game that 

they feel need to be adjusted to maintain the high quality of the game Starcraft II. Our 

findings also show that Blizzard encourage co-creation by asking the community for 

input on changes that want to apply. This gives us evidence that Blizzard is using a 

stakeholder focus and is complying with the S-D logic when creating brand value. 

Our empirical data also show that the Starcraft II community is a great source for 

Blizzard to extract information with regards to product enhancements since there are 

continuous discussions on how to improve the game. Many of the co-created 

suggestions are very nuanced and rich with details, meaning that they are most of the 

time directly applicable to the game, without Blizzard needing to make any major 

adjustments. 
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7.	  Discussion 

 

In the discussion chapter we present and discuss how our findings and results from 

our analysis have effects on the brand value of Blizzard.  

As stated in our theoretical framework, the strength of the firm-hosted online brand 

community affects the degree of co-creation and innovation that in turn influence the 

brand value of Blizzard. Further the strength of the firm-hosted online brand 

community can alone act as a contributor to the brand value of Blizzard.  

Our results show us that the Starcraft II community is strong. The strength of the 

community is very much due to the strong attachment that the community members 

feel towards the game of Starcraft II, and not because of the socialization. The 

community structure, Discerning OBC, is set up by Blizzard according to the service 

dominant logic, where the consumers are considered to be endogenous in the value 

creation process (Mertz & Vargo, 2009). In the Discerning OBC structure Blizzard 

have managed to give the community a good environment to engage in discussions 

related to the product Starcraft II, which we have seen have a significant positive 

impact on the strength of the community. Also the fact that the community as a whole 

does show consciousness of kind, shared rituals and traditions and a moral 

responsibility, gives more evidence that the community is strong. The trust factor 

seem to play a somewhat important role in the community interactions and our 

findings point more towards the notion that community members tend to trust other 

community members that are frequent poster. Hence, members do not question the 

validity of what other members’ post. Instead they trust them because they recognize 

their community name. Because of this we cannot say if the trust aspect directly affect 

the brand value. Trust should instead be a noticeable factor in the community with 

regards to co-creation, not the strength of the firm-hosted online brand community. A 

strong community that is integrated into Blizzards value creation process, where the 

community comes together because of the motivation to improve the product Starcraft 

II, to feel a we-ness with likeminded and perform shared rituals should have a positive 

impact on the brand value of Blizzard.  
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The fact that our findings show that the community members have common goals and 

shared rituals, which we have found is mostly due to the strong passion and 

attachment with the product Starcraft II, and that they continuously show this openly 

in the community, should be considered to contribute positively to the brand value of 

Blizzard. Blizzard have managed to create a product that whole community associate 

very strongly with, which have led to a strong community where the members have a 

great sense of we-ness and that they are different from communities centered around 

other games. In other words, the community members get their community 

identification partly from the strong association with the product Starcraft II, and this 

is also one of the reasons for members to engage in the online brand community. The 

fact that the community members have such strong attachment towards the product 

Starcraft II increases the brand value.  

Transparency and dialogue are both considered to be important parameters in this 

thesis for encouraging and getting value from co-creation in the firm-hosted online 

brand community. Our findings show that Blizzards transparency is low, and is being 

criticized continuously by community members. It is almost at the point where 

transparency is non-existent. This means that the community is being kept in the dark 

on what inputs, discussions and suggestions that are actually being considered by 

Blizzard. In other words, the community has no way of knowing that what they 

discuss will end up being part of a co-creation process. The parameter dialogue is no 

different than transparency. Our data and findings show that there are rarely any 

dialogues between community members and Blizzard employees within the firm-

hosted online brand community, which is something that the community has 

expressed their negativity towards. The lack of dialogue does have the same effect as 

lack of transparency, since the community members have no idea if what they are 

currently elaborating on is even being noticed by Blizzard. Further, the lack of 

dialogue also decreases the community member’s motivation to co-create since they 

never get any feedback or acknowledgement on their ideas. According to our 

theoretical framework and literature review the low degree of transparency and 

dialogue should have a negative impact on the brand value of Blizzard. However, our 

analysis shows us that the community member’s attachment and passion for Starcraft 

II is so strong that in the end the community doesn’t seem to care about the low 

transparency and dialogue. The members still keep on elaborating and discussing 
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possible improvements to the game. From this we draw the conclusion that the low 

degree of transparency and dialogue in the case of Blizzards firm-hosted online brand 

community does not affect the brand value of Blizzard, nor to the negative or to the 

positive. This means that it is important for the company that provides the firm-hosted 

online brand community to engage and reply to discussions with community members 

if they want to increase their brand value. 

We believe that if Blizzard were to implement a more transparent strategy with their 

community in the online setting they would be able to earn a much greater portion of 

trust. This is since they would then be open, informative and honest with what they 

would like to achieve with regards to co-creation. This, in turn, would be another step 

in the direction of service dominant logic when creating brand value, and the 

community and customers would feel more incorporated in the value creating process. 

Hence, more transparency and dialogue would lead to an increase in brand value. It’s 

worth noting that we have found situations where Blizzard asks for input, and start a 

dialogue. However, Blizzard asking for inputs is not a common and reoccurring thing, 

and even though Blizzard initiates thread ten, they don’t follow up on it.  

Further, being transparent and holding dialogues with the community would give the 

community a greater sense of being part of what Blizzard creates. By feeling part of 

the co-creation processes, we believe that the community would put in more effort 

than they already do today, which probably would have a greater impact on the 

perceived value of the product Starcraft II, and essentially the brand of Blizzard.  

The motivational factor for the community members to engage in co-creation 

processes has proven to be situational factors. This means that discussions arise when 

the community feels that there is a situation within the product Starcraft II that needs 

attention or change. The fact that situational factors trigger the will to engage in co-

creation should in general be seen as positive for the possibility of increasing brand 

value of Blizzard. This is because it gives them the possibility to predict when co-

creation will appear and therefore be able to support and facilitate it. But, with the low 

levels of transparency and dialogue that we have found, the situational factors for 

motivation should not have an impact on the brand value. This is because the 

members are still unaware and kept in the dark on what Blizzard is doing with the 

discussions and the knowledge that is being shared in the community. This means that 
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the triggered motivation will probably wear off when the community doesn’t get any 

response from Blizzard. Further, we believe that the fact that the motivational factor is 

situational and not a consequence of a strong brand community further strengthens the 

fact that this does not contribute positively to the brand value.   

To sum up, our research shows that the community is strong. This is mostly due to the 

strong attachment community members have towards the product of Starcraft II. The 

strong attachment with the product, together with the active participation, enhances 

the consciousness of kind, shared rituals and sense of moral responsibility. Blizzard 

have made a great job with implementing and using a service dominant logic and 

have put emphasis on using a stakeholder focus, which have contributed to a strong 

community. This means that the online brand community of Starcraft II does affect 

Blizzards brand value in a positive manner. The co-creation that is occurring within 

the firm-hosted online brand community is extensive, but mostly concentrated to the 

community members because Blizzard are not transparent and are not having a 

dialogue with the community with regards to co-creation. This means that the 

otherwise usually positive, for brand value and product success, phenomenon of co-

creation does not have an impact on the brand value of Blizzard. The fact that 

Blizzard isn’t involved in the co-creation occurring in the community doesn’t mean 

that it valueless. The interactions to co-create within the community enhance the 

strength of the community and the bonding between members, meaning that it 

indirectly contributes to the brand value of Blizzard by increasing the strength of the 

community. But seen alone, the co-creation does not increase Blizzards brand value. 

This is due to the lack of transparency and dialogue.  

We have found very little indications that innovation and open innovation is a 

reoccurring theme in the community, meaning that it should not affect the brand 

value. It might be concluded that the lack of innovation, and especially open 

innovation, should affect the brand value negatively.   

Overall we believe that the community and its members, through co-creation and a 

shared passion for the game Starcraft II, contribute slightly to the brand value of 

Blizzard. Also, a firm-hosted online brand community that is not built and maintained 

for co-creation purposes doesn’t lead to co-creation processes that give an increase in 

brand value, even though the main reason for community members to interact is co-
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creation processes. The increase in brand value doesn’t happen because there is no 

value creation where the community interacts with Blizzard socially and in co-

creation processes. In other words, the brand value of Blizzard is not co-created, and 

therefore it is only the strong online brand community that contributes with an 

increase in brand value.  

 

7.1	  Limitations	  of	  the	  thesis	  

 

The delimitations that we set up for our research also give this thesis its limitations. 

First, the fact that we have not conducted any in-depth interviews, neither with 

community members or employees at Blizzard, means that we haven’t been able to 

get deeper knowledge regarding the community member’s feelings towards one 

another and also their underlying motivation for engaging in discussions and co-

creation processes in the community. We have further not been able to get an answer 

on what goals and purposes Blizzard have with their firm-hosted online brand 

community.  

Further, the delimitation to only research a firm-hosted online brand community 

means that we have not found any conclusions for how co-creation processes and 

community strength affect a company’s brand value in an external, not hosted by a 

company, brand community within the gaming industry.  

	  

7.2	  Further	  research	  &	  critical	  evaluation	  of	  thesis	  process	  

 

Co-creation and innovation within online brand communities can be researched from 

two different perspectives, the community member’s perspective and the company’s 

perspective. For this thesis we have focused on how the consumers engage in co-

creation and innovation within a firm-hosted online brand community. Hence, we 

have not researched how a company can practically work with online brand 

community management in order to increase brand value. Further we chose to not 

engage and post in the community because we didn’t want to affect the nature of it. 
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For further research, going in and post in order to try and get another angle from the 

research might be of interest. From this, additional conclusions might be drawn 

regarding the behavior of the community members. If we had more time for this 

thesis, engaging actively with the community would be an interesting area to deep 

further into.  

Questions that might be of interest for further research would be how a company in 

the gaming industry should use their hosted online brand community as a source of 

co-creation and innovation, how to best engage with community members online to 

encourage them to co-create and how to create and manage a strong brand community 

in the online gaming industry where the competition is fierce. 
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8.	  Conclusion	  

 

The aim of this thesis was to find out how consumers interactions to co-create and 

innovate within a firm-hosted online brand community affect the company’s brand 

value, through a qualitative netnographic research on the firm-hosted online brand 

community within Battle.net, Blizzards hosted community, and an extensive literature 

review. The game Starcraft II, developed and provided by Blizzard Entertainment, 

was chosen as a case company for this research. Mostly due to the fact that the 

product is almost solely used in an online setting, making online brand communities a 

natural point of conversation for customers and players of the game.  

Our literature showed that the strength of a firm-hosted online brand community is 

dependent on a number of different factors. Most important were the three 

components formed by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001), co-creation, and active 

participation due to the lack of physical contact between members. The view on brand 

communities have changed during the years, and scholars now see brand communities 

as involving all stakeholders of a company, meaning that it is not only a two party 

relationship and that there are a lot of stakeholders to consider and nurture within a 

brand community. The literature also showed that co-creation and innovation are two 

concepts that at times are hard to separate and distinguish. Hence, we made a 

distinction by categorizing co-creation as a problem solving process between 

stakeholders, and innovation as the creation of new things with a preset goal in mind. 

The distinction proved to be applicable to our research with the netnographic research 

method.  

We chose to do a netnographic research due to its unobtrusiveness and naturalistic 

characteristics plus the fact that from a business standpoint, being able to observe a 

community and extract value from the observed community members has proven to 

be time effective and valuable method in order to find usable data for the research. 

However, the netnographic research method in this thesis has had its limitations. We 

have not been able to gain deeper insight from the community members through 

interviews or electronic correspondence, meaning that we have not been able to get a 
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deeper knowledge regarding their feelings towards to community and the co-creation 

processes within.  

By analyzing threads in the firm-hosted online brand community of Blizzard, our 

research has given us results showing that the firm-hosted brand community of 

Starcraft II is strong. This is because there is very high participation and that members 

feel a responsibility towards one another and they also share rituals and tradition. Our 

research found that the reason why the participation is high is because the strong 

passion and attachment to the game and also the will to co-create a better experience 

for the players. The community members also show that they feel a moral 

responsibility towards one another and also the product Starcraft II. Further, we found 

that the community structure of a discerning OBC have a positive impact on the 

strength of the brand community. However, the community structure proved to have 

an even greater impact on the communities’ ability to engage in co-creation processes, 

meaning that the community structure does have an impact on the customers 

willingness to co-create. This was something that we didn’t find in our literature 

review, and because of that we didn’t incorporate that link in the theoretical 

framework.  

Despite the strong community that Blizzard possesses, they rarely engage in the 

almost infinite amount of co-creation processes that are developed within the 

community. Our research shows that transparency, dialogue and engagement with 

stakeholders are important factors for gaining value from co-creation. Hence, the co-

creation in Blizzards firm-hosted brand community doesn’t increase the brand value. 

But the passionate community and their co-creation processes gives Blizzard 

advantages regarding reduced risk of product failure and misalignment with the 

market through qualitative knowledge and insight, reduced risk of consumer 

dissatisfaction and they get input on consumer preferences for the game Starcraft II. 

This gives Blizzard tools to develop product enhancements and new products that 

meet the requirements of the customers and also increase the passion that the 

community have for the game.  

Overall, the strong community, which is strengthened by the co-creation processes, 

affects the brand value of Blizzard positively. Hence, the co-creation occurring in the 

community does not directly increase the brand value.  
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9.	  Managerial	  implications	  

For companies build and provide their customers with firm-hosted online brand 

communities with the goal to increase brand value, this research provide certain 

managerial implications.  

Our research have found that co-creation through a firm-hosted online brand 

community is essentially about getting a closer relationship with customers and other 

stakeholders, generate ideas for product enhancement and new products, and to gain 

valuable customer insight. All of which contribute to an increase in the company’s 

brand value. This is because brand value is co-created by all stakeholders of a 

company through network relationships, social interactions, and perceptions of 

stakeholders (Hatch & Schultz, 2010; Mertz & Vargo, 2009). This means that 

engagement from the hosting company is key to achieve a co-created brand value, and 

is something that companies like Blizzard need to do.  

In our research we have found clear evidence that a firm-hosted online brand 

community can be regarded as strong, and as a contributor to brand value, almost 

solely because the community members feel a strong connection to a specific product 

developed by the company. The strong passion and connection to the product helps to 

reinforce the criteria for strong brand communities, such as consciousness of kind, 

shared rituals and traditions and moral responsibility. 

Further, there are clear evidence that companies like Blizzard, who develop products 

that are used in an online setting and that requires continuous updating to meet 

customer needs, have to be very transparent in their firm-hosted online brand 

community in order to establish value from co-creation. The same goes for holding a 

continuous dialogue with the community. If not, they risk that the community 

members feel undervalued and not to be contributors to the co-creation of the game. 

Transparency and dialogue are important parameters for co-creation because they 

make the community feel involved and that they are being listened to. Without 

transparency and dialogue there is a risk that the community stops to engage in co-

creation processes because they never get information regarding if their ideas are even 

being considered. By missing out on a community hungry for co-creation, the 

company also miss out on the advantages that it bring. Advantages like getting a 

closer relationship with customers, generate ideas for product enhancement and new 
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products, and to gain valuable customer insight. Hence, they miss out on increasing 

their co-created brand value.  
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